
June 2017 Monthly Catalogue
Welcome to the June 2017 edition of the NHBS Monthly Catalogue, which lists all new titles added to our website in the last month.

Like last month, we again have a glut of bird books for you this month. Lynx just announced Birds of New Guinea: Including Bismarck Archipelago and Bougainville (May).
Birdwatcher Steven Hermann published Birding Northeast Ecuador (following his guide to Northwest Ecuador), which you may have missed. John Beaufoy released details
for three books, all due in August: A Naturalist's Guide to the Birds of Singapore, Photographic Field Guide to the Birds of Sri Lanka, and The London Bird Atlas. More UK-
focused book to mention are Best Birdwatching Sites: Yorkshire, Birding in the Bristol Region - A Celebration and Birds of Caernarfonshire, all of which are available now.

We also have a number of interesting herpetology titles. Most notable is The Amphibians & Reptiles of Scotland which so far was not widely available. We now also stock
the very hard to find 2nd edition of The Reptiles and Amphibians of the Dutch Caribbean, and Snakes of Jakarta and its Surroundings
Finally, John Beaufoy has announced A Naturalist's Guide to the Snakes of India for August.

For those interested in mammals, Whittet Books just published the 3rd edition of Badgers in the rebranded British Natural History Collection, and Struik published
Understanding Elephants: Guidelines for Safe and Enjoyable Elephant Viewing. Furthermore, we have stock of The Orangutan's World, published by the Orangutan
Foundation, and a laminated fold-out guide to Colombian mammals.

Entomologists can look forward to a new Naturalists' Handbook on leaf beetles in August. We also received stock of Phytophagous Beetles of Europe, Volume 1 (2nd
edition), Nymphalidae Part 1 (2nd edition), part of the Guide to the Butterflies of the Palearctic Region, and the photographic field guide Dragonflies of Italy and England.
Staying with invertebrates for a moment, we also stock Recent Fasciolariidae, published by ConchBooks, which deals with this group of sea snails.

For botanists, we have stock of the very practical Guide to Collecting Herbarium Specimens in the Field, and a fold-out guide to Mexican herbs and spices. Pelagic
Publishing will publish A Guide to Britain's Rarest Plants in August, while the 2nd edition of the Seasearch Guide to Seaweeds of Britain and Ireland is due for June.
Mycologist Geoffrey Kibby has just revealed plans for a 2-volume work: Mushrooms and Toadstools of Britain & Europe, and volume 1 is available now.

Zooming out a bit, there are several books on habitats worth mentioning. Schweizerbart Science Publishers just released the very large reference work
Mires and Peatlands in Europe, and Oxford University Press has announced two new editions in their Biology of Habitats series. The 3rd edition of
The Biology of Lakes and Pond (June) and the 2nd edition of The Biology of Coral Reefs (October). And if you have never been to this Oxfordshire parish, have a look at
Wild about Cholsey.

Finally, to round up with a miscellany, Cambridge University Press has announced The Study of Behaviour: Organization, Methods, and Principles (October). The
paperback of Not So Different: Finding Human Nature in Animals is due November. And Oxford University Press will publish
Effective Conservation Science: Data Not Dogma in October, which looks like it might be a rather provocative book.

As always, if you are looking for a particular title that we do not yet have in our range, or you would like to suggest a title for NHBS to stock, please do get in touch.

Leon Vlieger
Catalogue Editor

Ornithology
Birds of Caernarfonshire
Rhion Pritchard (Author)
A full county avifauna of this Welsh county, the first complete account of Caernarfonshire’s
birds since publication of The Birds of Caernarfonshire by John Barnes in 1997. Information is
now available from recent publicat ons including the new...

293 pages | 8 plates with colour photos; b/w illustrations, 2 b/w
distribution maps, 2 b/w maps, tables | Cambrian Ornithological Society

Paperback #235840 2017 9780953249824 £11.99

Best Birdwatching Sites: Yorkshire
Neil Glenn (Author), John Miles (Author)
This guide to England’s most extensive county is the biggest in the Best Birdwatching Sites
series at 340 pages. No fewer than 88 sites are assessed, with more than 120 detailed maps
ensuring that readers get all the information they need.Main...

340 pages | b/w illustrations, 120+ two-tone maps | Buckingham Press

Paperback #188488 2017 9780956987679 £19.95

A Naturalist's Guide to the Birds of Singapore
Yong Ding Li (Author), Lim Kim Chuah (Author), Lee Tiah Khee (Illustrator), Francis Yap
(Contributor)
This fully revised and updated identification guide to 280 bird species, including all resident
and regular migratory species, occurring in Singapore is perfect for resident and visitor alike.
High quality photographs from Singapore's top nature...

176 pages | 300 colour photos | John Beaufoy Books

Paperback #235813 Aug-2017 9781912081653 £11.99

Birds of New Guinea
Including Bismarck Archipelago and Bougainville
Phil Gregory (Author)
This is the first field guide to cover the entire New Guinea region, comprising Indonesian West
Papua (including the West Papuan Islands, Geelvink Bay Islands and Aru Islands) and Papua
New Guinea and its associated islands, the Bismarcks and...

464 pages | 1780+ colour illustrations, 867 colour distribution maps |
Lynx Edicions

Hardback #222719 2017 9788494189272 £54.99

Lost Among the Birds
Accidentally Finding Myself in One Very Big Year
Neil Hayward (Author)
Early in 2013 Neil Hayward was at a crossroads. He didn't want to open a bakery or whatever
else executives do when they quit a lucrative but unfulfilling job. He didn't want to think about
his failed relationship with "the one" or...

401 pages | no illustrations | Bloomsbury Publishing USA

Paperback #235879 Jul-2017 9781632865823 £12.99
Hardback #227478 2016 9781632865793 £18.99
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A Bird Photographer's Diary
The Stories behind the Pictures
David Tipling (Author)
A new title from David Tipling, who is renowned as one of the world's very best bird
photographers. David has trekked to remote and beautiful locations around the world – from
Antarctica to the Arctic and many points in...

240 pages | 200 colour photos | New Holland Publishers

Hardback #235042 Oct-2017 9781925546125 £19.99

The Wonder of Birds
What Birds Tell Us About Ourselves, the World, and a Better Future
Jim Robbins (Author)
Our relationship to birds is different from our relationship to other wild creatures. We love to
watch them, listen to them, keep them as pets, wear their feathers, even converse with them.
Birds, Jim Robbins posits, are our most vital connection to...

320 pages | 28 b/w illustrations | Black Inc.

Paperback #236011 Sep-2017 9781863959841 £14.99
Hardback #235512 Jun-2017 9780812993530 £28.99

Warriors, Dilettantes and Businessmen
Bird Collectors During the Mid-19th to Mid-20th Centuries in Southern Africa
W Richard J Dean (Author)
Dr Richard Dean explores the collections, and their collectors, of bird specimens between
1850-1950 in southern Africa, a period when museum collections were growing rapidly. He
highlights how humans' fascination with birds led to studies of...

220 pages | plates with photos | Voelcker Publications

Paperback #235564 Aug-2017 9781920602048 £14.95

Field Guide to Birds in and around Indroda Nature Park
Gujarat Ecological Education and Research Foundation (GEER Foundation) (Author), Bharat
Pathak (Preface By)
Indroda Nature Park is spread over an area of about 400 ha in Gandhinagar – the capital city of
Gujarat, India. The Park is divided into two parts on the banks of river Sabarmati. The western
part is known as Indroda Nature Park and the...

68 pages | colour photos | Gujarat Ecological Education and Research
Foundation

Paperback #235583 2017 £17.50

Flamingos: Behavior, Biology, and Relationship with Humans
Matthew J Anderson (Editor)
The world's six flamingo species are among the most beautiful and iconic animals on Earth.
Indeed, the much-beloved flamingo is a popular attraction at zoos around the globe and has
become a cultural phenomenon as well, being displayed proudly on...

378 pages | b/w photos, b/w illustrations, tables | Nova Science
Publishers

Paperback #235653 2016 9781536102369 £138.50

History of the Nuttall Ornithological Club, 1987-2015
William E Davis, Jr. (Author), David B Donsker (Author), Dana R Duxbury-Fox (Author)
Traces the development of the Club from 1986 through 2015, with all the struggles that the
Club endured; for example with IRS problems when the Club's funds surpassed that allowable
for a Public Charity, and the coping with the many twists and...

283 pages | Nuttall Ornithological Club

Hardback #235656 2017 9781877973512 £89.99

Birding Northeast Ecuador
Steven L Herrmann (Author)
The Ecuadorian Northeast contains 26 Important Bird Areas that support over 1000 avian
species. It is the hope of the author that Birding Northeast Ecuador provides the reader with the
information that they need to enjoy a profitable birding...

307 pages | b/w maps | Steven Herrmann (privately published)

Paperback #235657 2016 9781539089261 £34.99

The Secret Life of the Owl
John Lewis-Stempel (Author)
A beautifully illustrated and lyrical celebration of this mythical creature from the author of the
bestseller The Running Hare.

160 pages | Doubleday

Hardback #235712 Nov-2017 9780857524560 £9.99

American Birding Association Field Guide to Birds of Massachusetts
Wayne R Petersen (Author), Brian E Small (Illustrator)
From the rolling Berkshire Mountains and river valleys of the west to the coastal eastern plains,
dunes, and scrub forests of Cape Cod, Massachusetts is a birder's paradise. Nearly 500
species have been recorded in the Bay State making it one of...

336 pages | colour photos | Scott & Nix, Inc

Paperback #235715 2017 9781935622666 £25.99

A Pocket Photo Guide to the Birds of Nepal
Prajwal Pradhan (Author)
This pocket photo guidebook is a collection of some common and uncommon birds found in
Nepal. Images from non-digital (celluloid) media as early as 1992 to recent digital ones as of
October 2016 have been included.Of the world’s approximately...

268 pages | colour photos, 1 colour map | Falcon Publication

Paperback #235727 2017 9789937018722 £57.99

Hummingbirds of North America
The Eight Most Familiar North American Species
Cornell Lab of Ornithology (CLO) (Author)
The tiny, winged gems we know as hummingbirds occur in the Americas and nowhere else.
This guide presents familiar species of North America together with basic information on their
colour patterns, field marks and geographical ranges. Each species...

12 pages | colour illustrations, colour distribution maps | Waterford Press

Unbound #235754 2017 9781620052419 £6.99

The Evolutionary, Structural and Functional Biology of the Avian Respiratory System
John N Maina (Editor)
The book broadly examines and synthesises aspects of the evolution, development, structure
and function of the avian respiratory system and the lung-air sac system. The following
questions are answered: from where did the avian respiratory system...

350 pages | 75 b/w illustrations | Productivity Press

Hardback #235790 Aug-2017 9781498764988 £94.99

Birding in the Bristol Region - A Celebration
50 Years of the Bristol Ornithological Club
William Earp (Editor)
The Bristol Ornithological Club has celebrated its 50th anniversary by publishing a 96-page
book, professionally printed and featuring many colour photographs. It includes:- an account of
how the Club was founded- '50 Birds of Avon' - a page...

96 pages | colour photos, colour & b/w illustrations | Bristol Ornithological
Club

Paperback #235815 2017 9781527205062 £9.99
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Reptiles & Amphibians

A Photographic Field Guide to the Birds of the Australian High Country
Neil Hermes (Author)
The Australian High Country is located in the south-east of the continent, and extends from the
Wollemi National Park and the Blue Mountains to the west of Sydney, through the Kosciuszko
and Alpine National Parks and south-west into Victoria, almost...

336 pages | 650 colour photos | John Beaufoy Books

Paperback #235891 Oct-2017 9781909612969 £19.99

A Photographic Field Guide to the Birds of Sri Lanka
Gehan de Silva Wijeyeratne (Author)
A fully comprehensive field guide to the 462 bird species of Sri Lanka. With photographs from
the author and the region's other top-quality nature photographers, each species is illustrated,
including variants where relevant. Photographic Field...

296 pages | ~650 colour photos, colour distribution maps | John Beaufoy
Books

Paperback #235892 Aug-2017 9781909612839 £19.99

The London Bird Atlas
Ian Woodward (Author), Richard W Arnold (Author), Neil Smith (Author)
Published jointly with the London Natural History Society, this is a survey of the distribution of
200 species, including residents as well as summer and winter visitors in the London area.
Changes over the last 20 years are discussed and illustrated...

200 colour photos, 400 colour distribution maps | John Beaufoy Books

Hardback #235893 Nov-2017 9781909612990 £39.99

Handboek Roofvogels van Europa, Noord-Afrika en het Midden-Oosten [Flight
Identification of Raptors of Europe, North Africa and the Middle East]
Dick Forsman (Author)
Raptors are notoriously hard to identify, even if seen well. Contrary to expectation, it is actually
easier to identify raptors in flight, rather than perched, and it is fortunate that most raptors are
usually seen in flight! This is the ultimate...

544 pages | 1095 colour photos, 7 colour & b/w illustrations, 1 colour
table | KNNV Uitgeverij

Hardback #235918 2017 9789050116022 £42.99

Marine Important Bird Areas of the Russian Far East [Russian]
IU B Artiukhin (Author)
The book is a catalogue of the natural water areas of the Far Eastern region of the Russian
Federation that have international significance for the conservation of seabird populations. A
description of 40 territories (a map with boundaries and areas,...

135 pages | colour photos, maps | Avgust Borg

Paperback #235929 2016 9785990759220 £79.99

The Biology of the Avian Respiratory System
Evolution, Development, Structure and Function
John N Maina (Editor)
The central focus of this book is the avian respiratory system. The authors explain why the
respiratory system of modern birds is built the way it is and works the way that it does. Birds
have been and continue to attract particular interest to...

250 pages | 102 colour & 30 b/w illustrations, 102 tables | Springer-
Verlag

Hardback #235952 2017 9783319441528 £99.99

Avian Reproduction
From Behavior to Molecules
Tomohiro Sasanami (Editor)
Avian Reproduction provides everything from basic knowledge to the recent understandings of
avian reproductive physiology, covering many unique aspects. It will inspire avian biologists as
well as researchers in varied fields and will offer important...

337 pages | 43 colour & 37 b/w illustrations, 70 tables | Springer-Verlag

Hardback #235960 Jul-2017 9789811039744 £115.50

The Joy of Bird Feeding
The Essential Guide to Attracting and Feeding Our Backyard Birds
Jim Carpenter (Author)
The Joy of Bird Feeding is the ultimate reference for backyard bird watchers and bird feeders,
with a focus on the USA. It offers practical tips and solutions to attracting and identifying birds,
offering the best foods for the birds you want to see,...

432 pages | Scott & Nix, Inc

Paperback #235964 2017 9781935622611 £28.99

Swans: Their Biology and Natural History
Paul A Johnsgard (Author)
The seven species of swans are an easily and universally recognised group of waterfowl,
which have historically played important roles in the folklore, myths and legends in many
cultures. Among the largest of all flying birds, they have been used as...

114 pages | 23 photos, 19 illustrations, 9 distribution maps | Zea Books

Paperback #235968 2012 9781609620813 £14.50

Oklahoma Winter Bird Atlas
Dan L Reinking (Author)
Beautifully illustrated with colour photographs, maps, graphs, and tables, the Oklahoma Winter
Bird Atlas offers ornithologists and amateur birders alike a wealth of easy-to-read information
about the status of bird species in Oklahoma. A companion...

552 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations, colour distribution maps |
University of Oklahoma Press

Paperback #235981 Nov-2017 9780806158976 £38.99
Paperback #235982 Oct-2017 9780806158983 £59.99

Seabirds Beyond the Mountain Crest
The History, Natural History and Conservation of Hutton's Shearwater
Richard Cuthbert (Author)
Seabirds Beyond the Mountain Crest tells the fascinating story of New Zealand's endemic
Hutton's shearwater, a species that breeds only at two remote locations, high in the Kaikoura
Mountains. Amateur ornithologist Geoff Harrow is the person...

220 pages | Otago University Press

Paperback #235990 Aug-2017 9780947522643 £37.99

Amphibians and Reptiles of the Great Lakes Region
James H Harding (Author), David A Mifsud (Author)
The revised edition of this well-loved guide is the essential reference for the identification of
amphibians and reptiles in the Great Lakes region. Fully updated treatments of over 70 species
feature detailed information on the distribution,...

424 pages | 207 colour & b/w photos and illustrations, distribution maps |
University of Michigan Press

Paperback #235807 Jun-2017 9780472053384 £26.50
Hardback #235808 Jun-2017 9780472073382 £62.95
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Fishes

The Reptiles and Amphibians of the Dutch Caribbean
Saba, St. Eustatius, and St. Maarten
Robert Powell (Author), Robert W Henderson (Author), John S Parmerlee, Jr. (Author)
Whether a resident of St. Eustatius, Saba, or St. Maarten, or a visitor, this guide will enhance
your ability to appreciate aspects of the natural world that are often misunderstood, sometimes
feared, and nearly always overlooked.This guidebook...

343 pages | 307 colour & b/w photos, colour & b/w illustrations and colour
maps | Dutch Caribbean Nature Alliance

Paperback #235698 2015 9789990418422 £34.99

A Naturalist's Guide to the Snakes of India
Indraneil Das (Author)
This easy-to-use identification guide to the 239 reptile species most commonly seen in South
Asia (covering India, Bangladesh, Bhutan, Nepal, Pakistan, Sri Lanka and the Maldives) is
perfect for resident and visitor alike. High-quality photographs...

176 pages | 300 colour photos | John Beaufoy Books

Paperback #229518 Aug-2017 9781909612815 £11.99

A Photographic Guide of the Common Amphibians & Reptiles of Costa Rica / Guía
Fotográfica de Los Anfibios y Reptiles Más Comunes de Costa Rica
Salvador Colvée Nebot (Author), Alanah Martín Magro (Author), Victor Hugo Quesada Obando
(Author)
This book is by no means intended as a taxonomic guide for the identification of all amphibians
and reptiles of Costa Rica. Instead, this publication aims to graphically reveal the beauty,
singularity and variety of some of the most common genera and...

136 pages | colour photos | Ediciones Rodeno

Hardback #235721 Jun-2017 9788494268984 £33.99

Snakes of Jakarta and its Surroundings / Mengenal Ular Jabodetabek
Nathan Rusli (Author), Willy Ekariyono (Foreword By)
The purpose of this book is to change the negative image that people have about snakes, and
also to help people in the Jabodetabek area to understand and easily identify the snakes
around them. The Jabodetabek area is located in west Java, and is...

168 pages | colour photos, colour & b/w illustrations | Ciliwung Reptile
Center

Hardback #235733 2016 9786021667491 £34.99

The Amphibians & Reptiles of Scotland
Chris McInerny (Author), Pete Minting (Author), Ian Andrews (Illustrator), Christopher Cathrine
(Contributor), David O'Brien (Contributor)
This book is designed to be an interesting and informative guide to the amphibians and reptiles
that are found in the wild in Scotland. The authors have focused on those species native to
Scotland, plus those which are non-native but are breeding in...

320 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations, colour distribution maps |
Glasgow Natural History Society

Paperback #235838 2016 9780956112682 £24.99

Great White Shark
Myth and Reality
Alexandrine Civard-Racinais (Author), Patrice Héraud (Illustrator), Maud Fontenoy (Preface By)
Great White Shark covers all aspects of this great but sadly misunderstood ocean predator.
There are three sections: Portrait of the Great White; Searching for the Great White; and
Requiem for the Great White? Together they describe shark biology and...

144 pages | 116 colour photos | Firefly Books

Paperback #235665 Oct-2017 9781770859531 £14.95
Hardback #200283 2012 9781770851023 £19.95

Peces del Sur de Chile [Fish of Southern Chile]
Pablo Carrillo-Reyes (Author), Mathias Hüne (Author), Germán Pequeño Reyes (Foreword By)
More than ten years of work by marine biologists Pablo Reyes and Mathias Hüne has been
collected in this book, an exhaustive illustrated referemce with extraordinary images of fish that
live between the Gulf of Arauco and the Antarctic...

497 pages | colour photos | Ocho Libros Editores

Paperback #207619 2012 9789563351101 £64.99

The Dragon Behind the Glass
A True Story of Power, Obsession, and the World's Most Coveted Fish
Emily Voigt (Author)
A riveting journey into the bizarre world of the Asian arowana or "dragon fish" – the world's
most expensive aquarium fish – reveals a surprising history with profound implications for the
future of wild animals and human...

336 pages | 7 b/w photos | Scribner

Paperback #235670 Jun-2017 9781451678956 £11.99
Hardback #229069 2016 9781451678949 £16.99

Fish Phenology
Anabolic Adaptiveness in Teleosts
PJ Miller (Editor)
The functioning and adaptiveness of constructive metabolism in teleost fishes, as manifest in
growth and gonad maturation relative to habitat and niche, requires much consideration. The
operation of anabolism would seem to depend on a variety of...

449 pages | b/w illustrations, tables | Academic Press

Hardback #235178 1979 9780126133448 £41.99

Brown Trout
Biology, Ecology and Management
Javier Lobón-Cerviá (Editor), Nuria Sanz (Editor)
Brown Trout is an iconic species inhabiting a diversity of habitats from mountain streams of
transparent waters to lakes and oceans and is sought after by thousands of passionate anglers
worldwide.Brown Trout: Biology, Ecology and Management...

450 pages | Wiley-Blackwell

Hardback #235497 Oct-2017 9781119268314 £180.00

Fishes of South Dakota
Reeve M Bailey (Author), Marvin Allum (Author)
Paperback reprint of a book originally published in 1962.This book assembles information on
the fish fauna of South Dakota into a conveniently usable form. Ninety-three species are
described with precise data on distribution and measurements....

133 pages | University of Michigan Press

Paperback #235595 2016 9780472750122 £26.95

Zootaxa, Volume 1416: Systematics of the Family Ariidae (Ostariophysi, Siluriformes),
with a Redefinition of the Genera
Alexandre P Marceniuk (Author), Naércio A Menezes (Author)
The taxonomic status of all the nominal genera of the Ariidae are reviewed and ariid genera are
diagnosed by exclusive characters as well as by a combination of internal and external
morphological features. The results are based on a phylogenetic...

126 pages | 91 colour photos and b/w line drawings | Magnolia Press

Paperback #235703 2007 9781869770723 £86.99
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Invertebrates
Nymphalidae Part 1 (Guide to the Butterflies of the Palearctic Region)
Tribe Argynnini (Partim): Argynnis, Issoria, Brenthis
Vasily K Tuzov (Author), Gian Cristoforo Bozano (Author)
Nymphalidae Part 1 deals with Tribe Argynnini, genera Argynnis, Issoria, Brenthis, and
Argyreus. The second edition is a full revision of the first edition with many additional pages,
photos, new taxa and new taxonomic arrangements.In the last...

86 pages | colour & b/w photos, b/w line drawings, colour distribution
maps | Omnes Artes

Paperback #235642 2017 9788887989212 £34.99

Coléoptères Phytophages d'Europe, Tome 1 [Phytophagous Beetles of Europe, Volume
1]
Buprestidae, Elateridae, Cleridae, Cerambycidae
Gaëtan du Chatenet (Author)
This second edition is completey updated compared to the first edition published in 2000.This
new guide to phytophagous beetles of Europe is devoted to the families Buprestidae,
Elateridae, Cleridae and Cerambycidae. A host of species are described...

428 pages | 47 plates with colour & b/w illustrations; b/w illustrations, b/w
distribution maps | NAP Editions

Hardback #235611 2017 £79.99

Noctuidae Sibiricae, Volume 3
Noctuidae: Cuculliinae – Noctuinae, part (Lepidoptera)
Vladimir S Kononenko (Author)
Third of four volumes. Fills the last gap in knowledge on Noctuidae of the northern hemisphere:
Russian Siberia from the Ural Mountains to the Pacific Ocean. The area westwards is covered
by Noctuidae Europaeae. Colour photos of all species,...

497 pages | 19 plates with colour photos, 166 plates with b/w photos; 498
distribution maps | Museum Witt

Paperback #170103 2016 9783940732293 £169.00

Registry of World Record Size Shells
Over 5620 Changes since the last Edition
Registry of World Record Size Shells (Author)
This continuously updated registry lists world record shell sizes (given in mm). The 14th
edition contains over 5,6200 changes since the last edition, for a total of 21,560 records.Size
continues to be an issue among shell collectors and researchers....

300 pages | no illustrations | Registry of World Record Size Shells

Spiralbound #235752 2017 £98.99

Shrimp: A Global History
Yvette Florio Lane (Author)
The small but mighty shrimp, or prawn, has lured diners to the table for centuries. These
primordial-looking creatures spend their short lives out of sight, deep on the ocean floor, yet
they have inspired an immense passion among many cultures. They...

208 pages | 30 colour & 10 b/w illustrations | Reaktion Books

Hardback #234813 Nov-2017 9781780238494 £10.99

Phytophagous Beetles of Europe, Volume 1
Buprestidae, Elateridae, Cleridae, Cerambycidae
Gaëtan du Chatenet (Author), Jean Dorst (Preface By), Nicholas Flay (Translated by)
This second edition is completey updated compared to the first edition published in 2000.This
new guide to phytophagous beetles of Europe is devoted to the families Buprestidae,
Elateridae, Cleridae and Cerambycidae. A host of species are described...

428 pages | 47 plates with colour & b/w illustrations; b/w illustrations, b/w
distribution maps | NAP Editions

Hardback #235610 2017 9782913688285 £77.99

Recent Fasciolariidae
Daniel Mallard (Author), Alain Robin (Author)
This new book illustrates as completely as possible all recent species of Fasciolariidae, which
are commonly known as tulip snails and spindle snails, and are a family of small to large sea
snails. It is based on the latest taxonomic and phylogenetic...

349 pages | colour photos, colour distribution maps | ConchBooks

Hardback #235621 2017 9783939767800 £111.00

A Field Guide to the Dynastidae Families of the South of South America
Esteban I Abadie (Author), Paschoal Coelho Grossi (Author), Pablo S Wagner (Author)
Compilation of illustrations of the beetle family Dynastidae (rhinoceros beetles) from South
America enabling easy identification of the 180 species covered. A total of 330 specimens is
illustrated. This includes the tribes Cyclocepahlini,...

119 pages | 40 plates with colour photos | Abadie et al. (privately
published)

Paperback #235683 2008 9789870547518 £79.99

Encyclopedia of Flora and Fauna of Bangladesh, Volume 16: Annelida, Echinodermata,
Acanthocephala and Minor Phyla
Zia Uddin Ahmed (Editor)
Volume 16 of this encyclopaedia deals with several invertebrate groups, including Annelida,
Echinodermata, Acanthocephala and several other minor phyla.

232 pages | Asiatic Society of Bangladesh

Hardback #235689 2009 £65.99

Encyclopedia of Flora and Fauna of Bangladesh, Volume 20: Arthropoda : Insecta II:
Homoptera, Hemiptera and Thysanoptera
Zia Uddin Ahmed (Editor)
Volume 20 of this encyclopaedia is the second one to deal with the insects, this volume
covering the bugs (orders Homoptera and Hemiptera) and thrips (order Thysanoptera).

205 pages | Asiatic Society of Bangladesh

Hardback #235690 2008 £65.99

Encyclopedia of Flora and Fauna of Bangladesh, Volume 21: Arthropoda: Insecta III:
Neuroptera, Mecoptera, Lepidoptera-Siphonaptera
Zia Uddin Ahmed (Editor)
Volume 21 of this encyclopaedia is the third one to deal with the insects of Bangladesh, this
volume covering the orders Neuroptera (lacewings, mantidflies & antlions), Mecoptera
(scorpionflies), and Lepidoptera (butterflies and moths) to...

460 pages | Asiatic Society of Bangladesh

Hardback #235691 2009 £65.99

Leaf Beetles
David Hubble (Author)
Leaf beetles are one of the largest groups of beetles, with tens of thousands of species
worldwide and around 280 in Britain. They belong mainly to the family Chrysomelidae, but also
to two small closely related families, the Megalopodidae and...

160 pages | 66 colour & b/w illustrations, 1 table | Pelagic Publishing

Paperback #235709 Aug-2017 9781784271503 £19.99
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Icones Insectorum Europae Centralis: Coleoptera: Scirtidae [English / Czech]
Bernhard Klausnitzer (Author)
This issue deals with the species of the beetle family Scirtidae, commonly referred to as marsh
beetles. A key to identification of central European species is given.

17 pages | colour photos | Kabourek

Paperback #235729 2017 £16.99

The Moths of America North of Mexico, Fascicle 9.5: Pelochrista Lederer of the
Contiguous United States and Canada (Lepidoptera: Tortricidae: Eucosmini)
Donald J Wright (Author), Todd M Gilligan (Author)
Pelochrista is a large Holarctic genus in the Tortricidae. Nearly three-quarters of the 226
described species are native to North America, and the highest species richness occurs in the
western half of the continent. This fascicle is the companion to...

376 pages | 48 plates with 720 colour photos, 70 plates with 945 b/w line
drawings | Wedge Entomological Research Foundation

Hardback #235730 May-2017 9780933003200 £105.00

Phylogeny of Insects
Karl Kjer (Editor), Rolf G Beutel (Editor), Bernhard Misof (Editor), Xin Zhou (Editor)
Kjer and his colleagues have collected about 15 trillion nucleotides of data from which they
have identified between 2300-3900 genes for phylogenetic analysis in each of several
subprojects, collectively comprising 1400 species. The editors here...

504 pages | 350 colour photos and colour illustrations | Productivity
Press

Hardback #235788 Sep-2017 9781498735575 £165.00

Ticks of the Southern Cone of America
Diagnosis, Distribution and Hosts with Taxonomy, Ecology and Sanitary Importance
Santiago Nava (Author), José M Venzal (Author), Daniel González Acuña (Author), Thiago
Martins (Author), Alberto A Guglielmone (Author)
Ticks of the Southern Cone of America: Diagnosis, Distribution and Hosts with Taxonomy,
Ecology and Sanitary Importance focuses on the tick species prevalent in The Southern Cone
of America, including their distribution, biology, associated...

372 pages | Academic Press

Paperback #235803 2017 9780128110751 £60.99

Advances in Insect Physiology, Volume 52
Insect Immunity
Petros Ligoxygakis (Author)
Advances in Insect Physiology, Volume 52: Insect Immunity provides readers with the latest
interdisciplinary reviews on the topic. It is an essential reference source for invertebrate
physiologists, neurobiologists, entomologists, zoologists and...

310 pages | Academic Press

Hardback #235804 Jun-2017 9780128117750 £152.00

Advances in Insect Physiology, Volume 41
Spider Physiology and Behaviour
Jérôme Casas (Editor)
This latest volume in this series contains articles on Arachnid Physiology and Behaviour.The
papers in this special issue give rise to key themes for the future.

288 pages | Academic Press

Hardback #235805 2011 9780124159198 £165.00

Advances in Insect Physiology, Volume 40
Spider Physiology and Behaviour
Jérôme Casas (Editor)
This latest volume in this series contains articles on Arachnid Physiology and Behaviour. The
papers in this special issue give rise to key themes for the future.

240 pages | Academic Press

Hardback #235806 2011 9780123876683 £165.00

Die Weichtierfauna Mittelalterlicher und Frühneuzeitlicher Ruinen Unterfrankens [The
Molluscan Fauna of Medieval and Early-Modern Ruins of Lower Franconia]
Klaus Kittel (Author)
Mollusc communities at 88 mainly medieval sites of ruined castles, churches, and chapels in
Lower Franconia were studied. Depending on the conditions prevailing on the different sites,
the data were recorded for the mesostructures regarded as...

360 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations, colour maps, colour tables
| ConchBooks

Hardback #235854 2017 9783939767794 £51.99

Evolutionary Ecology of Marine Invertebrate Larvae
Tyler Carrier (Editor), Adam Reitzel (Editor), Andreas Heyland (Editor)
More than seventy percent of the earth's surface is covered by ocean – the home to a
staggering and sometimes overwhelming diversity of organisms, a majority of which reside in
pelagic form. Marine invertebrate larvae are an integral part...

368 pages | 54 illustrations | Oxford University Press

Paperback #235909 Oct-2017 9780198786979 £39.99
Hardback #235908 Oct-2017 9780198786962 £79.99

Jewel Beetles (Coleoptera: Buprestidae) of South Carolina
Phillip J Harpootlian (Author), Charles L Bellamy (Author), Alfred George Wheeler (Author)
One hundred forty-eight species of jewel beetles are included in a study of the South Carolina
Buprestidae. The list of species includes some questionable records and 37 species reported
from nearby states that should be found in South Carolina. Nine...

127 pages | colour photos | Clemson University Public Service
Publishing

Paperback #235925 2014 9780979877780 £82.99

Tenebrionidae of South Carolina
Janet C Ciegler (Author), Alfred George Wheeler (Author)
This study of beetles in the superfamily Tenebrionoidea continues efforts to document the
biodiversity of South Carolina. Twenty tenebrionoid families (excluding Ciidae and Scraptiidae)
are covered: Aderidae, Anthicidae, Archeocrypticidae, Boridae,...

243 pages | colour photos, illustrations, distribution maps | Clemson
University Public Service Publishing

Paperback #235926 2014 9780979877797 £82.99

Larvae of the Southeastern USA Mayfly, Stonefly, and Caddislfly Species
(Ephemeroptera, Plecoptera, and Trichoptera)
John C Morse (Editor), W Patrick McCafferty (Editor), Bill P Stark (Editor), Luke M Jacobus
(Editor)
Larvae of mayflies, stoneflies, and caddisflies thrive in clean surface waters throughout the
world and are known to be generally intolerant of pollution. This book enables naturalists,
freshwater ecologists, and biomonitoring workers to identify...

478 pages | colour photos | Clemson University Public Service
Publishing

Spiralbound #235927 2017 £82.99

Mutualisms and Insect Conservation
Tim R New (Author)
Documenting and understanding intricate ecological interactions involving insects is a central
need in conservation, and the specialised and specific nature of many such associations is
displayed in Mutualisms and Insect Conservation. Their...

248 pages | 46 b/w illustrations | Springer-Verlag

Hardback #235957 Jul-2017 9783319582917 £99.99
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Mammals

Dragonflies of Italy and England
John Martyn Firth (Author)
This photographic pocket guide covers all species of dragonfly found in Italy and England.

100+ colour photos | John M Firth (privately published)

Paperback #236018 2017 9781527206571 £19.99

The Lions of Tsavo
Exploring the Legacy of Africa's Notorious Man-Eaters
Bruce D Patterson (Author), Chap M Kusimba (Foreword By)
Reprint of a book published in 2004.A little over a century ago, at the height of European
colonial expansion in Africa, the British undertook a trans-Kenya railroad from Mombasa on the
Indian Ocean to Lake Victoria. One hundred and thirty miles in,...

231 pages | b/w illustrations | Echo Point Books & Media

Paperback #235801 2017 9781626543997 £26.99

The Elephant Whisperer
My Life with the Herd in the African Wild
Lawrence Anthony (Author), Graham Spence (Author)
When South African conservationist Lawrence Anthony was asked to accept a herd of 'rogue'
elephants on his reserve at Thula Thula, his commonsense told him to refuse. But he was the
herd's last chance of survival – notorious escape...

384 pages | colour plates | Pan Macmillan

Paperback #235663 Jul-2017 9781509838530 £7.99
Paperback #197400 2012 9781250007810 £12.99

War of the Whales
A True Story
Joshua Horwitz (Author)
Two men face off against an all-powerful navy – and the fate of the ocean's most majestic
creatures hangs in the balance."A gripping, brilliantly told tale of the secret and deadly struggle
between American national security and the...

442 pages | 16 plates with colour photos, b/w illustrations, 2 colour maps
| Simon & Schuster

Paperback #235863 2015 9781451645026 £21.99

Coyote America
A Natural and Supernatural History
Dan E Flores (Author)
With its uncanny night howls, unrivaled ingenuity, and amazing resilience, the coyote is the
stuff of legends. In Indian folktales it often appears as a deceptive trickster or a sly genius. But
legends don't come close to capturing the incredible...

288 pages | Basic Books

Paperback #235594 Sep-2017 9780465093724 £14.99
Hardback #229076 2016 9780465052998 £18.99

Pit Bull
The Battle Over an American Icon
Bronwen Dickey (Author)
The hugely illuminating story of how a popular breed of dog became the most demonized and
supposedly the most dangerous of dogs – and what role humans have played in the
transformation.When Bronwen Dickey brought her new dog home, she saw no...

288 pages | 50 photos, 13 illustrations | Vintage

Paperback #235802 2017 9780345803115 £12.99
Hardback #229513 2016 9780307961761 £22.50

Ecology, Conservation and Management of Wild Pigs and Peccaries
Mario Melletti (Editor), Erik Meijaard (Editor), Francesco Rinaldi (Illustrator), Luciano Toma
(Illustrator), Daniele Baisero (Contributor), Don E Wilson (Foreword By)
Wild pigs inhabit vast areas in Europe, Southern Asia and Africa, and have been introduced in
North and South America, while feral pigs are widespread in Australia and New Zealand. Many
wild pig species are threatened with extinction, but Eurasian...

480 pages | 177 colour & 153 b/w illustrations, 46 tables | Cambridge
University Press

Hardback #234622 Oct-2017 9781107187313 £99.99

Ebola, SARS, Rabies, and Beyond
The Positive and Negative Effects of Bats on Human Health and Welfare
Lisa A Beltz (Author)
Ebola, SARS, Rabies, and Beyond examines the multifaceted interactions between bats and
humans, and how each affects the other both positively and negatively.Dr Beltz's approach to
the book includes a more comprehensive, balanced take on...

300 pages | Wiley-Blackwell

Hardback #234890 Oct-2017 9781119150039 £120.00

I, Mammal
The Story of What Makes Us Mammals
Liam Drew (Author)
A human being is a mammal. Most of us appreciate that at some level. But what does it mean
to have more in common with a horse and an armadillo than with a sparrow, gecko or T. Rex?
Why do only mammals have hair, mammary glands and three bones in...

288 pages | Bloomsbury Publishing

Hardback #234929 Nov-2017 9781472922892 £16.99

Badgers
Michael Clark (Author), Dominic Dyer (Foreword By)
Michael Clark's acclaimed study of the biology and natural history of the badger has been
completely updated for this popular collection and now also includes a description of the
controversy surrounding the culling of badgers in response to the...

153 pages | 16 plates with colour & b/w photos and colour & b/w
illustrations; b/w illustrations | Whittet Books

Hardback #235589 2017 9781873580998 £15.99

The Hawaiian Horse
Billy Bergin (Author), Brady Bergin (Author)
By exploring all things equine, from prehistoric origins to the present, The Hawaiian Horse
illuminates the contributions of the horse to transportation, freight service, and agronomy in
industries of ranching, sugar, pineapple, taro, rice, and...

396 pages | 16 colour & 192 b/w illustrations | University of Hawaii Press

Hardback #235603 2017 9780824837440 £44.95

Encyclopedia of Whales, Dolphins and Porpoises
Erich Hoyt (Author)
In the Encyclopedia of Whales, Dolphins and Porpoises, award-winning author and whale
researcher Erich Hoyt takes readers into the field for an intimate encounter with some 90
species of cetaceans that make their homes in the world's oceans....

300 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations | Firefly Books

Hardback #235664 Oct-2017 9781770859418 £29.99
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Palaeontology

Gorilla Pathology and Health
With a Catalogue of Preserved Materials
John E Cooper (Author), Gordon Hull (Author)
Gorilla Pathology and Health: With a Catalogue of Preserved Materials consists of two cross-
referenced parts. The first, the book itself, is a review of pathological changes and tissue
responses in gorillas (Gorilla gorilla and G. beringei), with an...

666 pages | colour photos | Academic Press

Hardback #235724 2017 9780128020395 £84.99

Unspotted: One Man's Obsessive Search for Africa's Most Elusive Leopard
Justin Fox (Author)
People have driven Cape Leopards to the brink of extinction. Can we bring them back? The
majestic Cederberg mountains in the Western Cape region of South Africa are home to the
elusive Cape Mountain Leopard. But for how long? The population has been...

78 pages | b/w illustrations | Annorlunda Books, Inc.

Paperback #235800 2017 9781944354213 £12.50

Colombia: Mammals [English / Spanish]
Hector E Ramírez-Chaves (Author), Mark Wainwright (Illustrator)
Colombia is considered one of the 12 megadiverse countries and ranks sixth globally and
fourth in the Americas in terms of mammal richness. This guide pictures 110 terrestrial, aquatic
and aerial mammals of the 526 recorded in the country. Scientific...

14 pages | colour illustrations | Rainforest Publications

Unbound #235850 2017 9780997901870 £6.99

Beavers: Boreal Ecosystem Engineers
Carol A Johnston (Author)
Bridging the fields of ecosystem science and landscape ecology, Beavers: Boreal Ecosystem
Engineers integrates Dr Carol Johnston's research on beaver ecosystem alteration at
Voyageurs National Park. The findings about the vegetation, soils, and...

263 pages | 38 colour & 115 b/w illustrations | Springer-Verlag

Hardback #235916 Oct-2017 9783319615325 £118.50

50 Years of Language Experiments with Great Apes
Igor Hanzel (Author)
The book approaches the language experiments with great apes performed in the last 50 years
from the point of view of logical semantics, speech act theory, and philosophy of the social
sciences based on the linguistic turn in philosophy. The author...

102 pages | 5 illustrations | Peter Lang Verlag

Paperback #235966 2017 9783631720936 £19.99

Hairy Hippies and Bloody Butchers
The Greenpeace Anti-Whaling Campaign in Norway
Juliane Riese (Author)
In the popular imagination, no issue has been more closely linked with the environmental
group Greenpeace than whaling. Opposition to commercial whaling has inspired many of the
organisation's most dramatic and high-profile "direct...

200 pages | 15 illustrations | Berghahn Books Ltd

Hardback #235969 2017 9781785335280 £77.99

The Orangutan's World
A Photographic Celebration of Bornean Wildlife
Orangutan Foundation (Author), Chris Packham (Foreword By)
This book celebrates the 25th anniversary of the Orangutan Foundation. It provides a glimpse
into the world of the orangutan through a collection of photographs of the ora and fauna found
in Tanjung Puting National Park and the Lamandau Wildlife...

120 pages | colour & b/w photos | Orangutan Foundation

Paperback #235983 2017 9780950640273 £19.99

Understanding Elephants
Guidelines for Safe and Enjoyable Elephant Viewing
Elephant Specialist Advisory Group (ESAG) (Author)
Elephants are arguably Africa's most charismatic animals, and among the biggest drawcards to
our game reserves. While the burgeoning game-park industry may be increasing our access to
these magnificent creatures, rising human-elephant encounters...

72 pages | 170 colour photos | Random House Struik

Paperback #236016 2017 9781775843412 £5.99

The Illustrated Encyclopedia of Dinosaurs
The Ultimate Reference to 355 Dinosaurs from the Triassic, Jurassic and Cretaceous Periods,
Including More Than 900 Illustrations, Maps, Timelines and Photographs
Dougal Dixon (Author)
Here is the ultimate identification guide for dinosaur enthusiasts, featuring more than 355
creatures, written by an acknowledged expert. A comprehensive introduction explains the Age
of Dinosaurs and their classification and development. Fascinating...

256 pages | 900+ colour illustrations and colour maps | Southwater

Paperback #235936 2016 9781846818530 £7.99

Mamíferos Fósiles de Chile [Fossil Mammals of Chile]
Gabriel Carrasco (Author)
This is the most complete book about Chile's extinct mammals, and describes the mammal
fauna that was discovered from 1989 to 2002. These discoveries marked a milestone in the
palaeontology of vertebrates of Chile. It also changed our knowledge...

326 pages | colour illustrations | Auto Ediciones

Paperback #235723 2013 9789563321616 £49.99

Why Dinosaurs Matter
Kenneth Lacovara (Author)
World-renowned palaeontologist Dr Kenneth Lacovara takes readers on a journey back to
when dinosaurs roamed the Earth in order to discover fundamental truths about our own
humanity. Lacovara reveals dinosaurs to be widespread, persistent and...

120 pages | colour illustrations | Simon & Schuster

Hardback #235862 2017 9781471164439 £8.99

Morphology, Phylogeny and Taxonomy of Osteolepiform Fish
Ulf J Borgen (Editor), Hans A Nakrem (Editor)
Material of six osteolepiforrn genera is described, including Askerichthys n. gen., a new Late
Carboniferous genus from Norway, MegaIichthys Agassiz, 1835 from the Carboniferous of
Great Britain, Latvius Jarvik, 1948 from the Late Devonian of Germany...

520 pages | b/w illustrations | Wiley-Blackwell

Paperback #235942 2016 9781119286431 £139.00
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Marine & Freshwater Life

General Natural History

Late Ordovician Brachiopods from West-Central Alaska
Systematics, Ecology and Palaeobiogeography
Christian MØ Rasmussen (Author), David AT Harper (Author), Robert B Blodgett (Author)
A Late Ordovician silicified brachiopod fauna from the White Mountain area, west-central
Alaska is described and interpreted in a palaeoecological and biogeographical context. This
area is situated within the Nixon Fork Subterrane of the Farewell...

108 pages | Illustrations, maps | Wiley-Blackwell

Paperback #235944 2012 9781118384176 £30.95

Late Cenozoic Yushe Basin, Shanxi Province, China: Geology and Fossil Mammals,
Volume 2
Small Mammal Fossils of Yushe Basin
Lawrence J Flynn (Editor), Wen-Yu Wu (Editor)
This volume focuses on small mammal fossils from extinct Asian faunas of about 1 to 7 million
years ago in North China. These played a role in the emergence of vertebrate paleontology as
a modern science in that country. This second volume of the...

227 pages | 16 colour & 76 b/w illustrations | Springer-Verlag

Hardback #235962 Jul-2017 9789402410495 £74.50

World Ocean Assessment
The First Global Integrated Marine Assessment
United Nations (Division for Ocean Affairs and the Law of the Sea, Office of Legal Affairs)
(Author), Ban Ki-moon (Foreword By)
The World Ocean Assessment – or, to give its full title, The First Global Integrated Marine
Assessment – is the outcome of the first cycle of the United Nations' Regular Process for
Global Reporting and Assessment of the State of the...

Cambridge University Press

Hardback #234836 Jun-2017 9781316510018 £120.00

Field Guide to Pond Wildlife of Britain and Europe
Jack Perks (Author)
Our ponds, lakes, rivers and canals are home to a wealth of fascinating wildlife. This beautifully
illustrated field guide, which is packed with images by underwater photographer Jack Perks,
includes more than 220 species that are found both below...

240 pages | 300 colour photos | New Holland Publishers

Paperback #235035 Oct-2017 9781925546101 £14.99

Advances in Marine Vertebrate Research in Latin America
Technological Innovation and Conservation
Marcos R Rossi-Santos (Editor), Charles W Finkl (Editor)
Advances in Marine Vertebrate Research in Latin America gathers the most recent research
findings on ecology and conservation of marine vertebrates in Latin America, making use of
high technological methods to show readers the diversity of the marine...

510 pages | 213 colour & 33 b/w illustrations, 90 tables | Springer-Verlag

Hardback #235771 Jul-2017 9783319569840 £126.50

Big Pacific
Passionate, Voracious, Mysterious, Violent
Rebecca Tansley (Author)
The Pacific Ocean covers one-third of Earth's surface – more than all of the planet's
landmasses combined. It contains half of the world's water, hides its deepest places, and is
home to some of the most dazzling creatures known to...

240 pages | colour photos | Princeton University Press

Hardback #235913 Jun-2017 9780691177489 £29.99

The Rise of Early Modern Science
Islam, China, and the West
Toby E Huff (Author)
Now in its third edition, The Rise of Early Modern Science argues that to understand why
modern science arose in the West it is essential to study not only the technical aspects of
scientific thought but also the religious, legal and institutional...

450 pages | 24 b/w illustrations | Cambridge University Press

Paperback #235993 Jun-2017 9781107571075 £27.99
Hardback #235994 Jun-2017 9781107130210 £74.99

Cicerone Guide: The Mountains of England and Wales, Volume 1: Wales
John Nuttall (Author), Anne Nuttall (Author)
This book is a comprehensive guide to getting to the top of every mountain in Wales that is
2000ft or higher – the Nuttalls – in only 49 routes. This new edition covers 190 summits (the
authors have discovered three new tops and one has...

250 pages | 70 b/w illustrations, 68 b/w maps | Cicerone Press

Paperback #236019 2009 9781852845940 £12.99

Cicerone Guide: The Mountains of England and Wales, Volume 2: England
John Nuttall (Author), Anne Nuttall (Author)
There are 443 summits in England and Wales which reach the height of 2000 ft, and it is the
ambition of many walkers to climb them all. There are 253 such summits in England, and this
book describes how to ascend them all in a series of 58 walks.The...

320 pages | b/w maps | Cicerone Press

Paperback #236020 2008 9781852845896 £12.99

Monkey Trials and Gorilla Sermons
Evolution and Christianity from Darwin to Intelligent Design
Peter J Bowler (Author)
From the beginning, Darwin's dangerous idea has been a snake in the garden, denounced
from pulpits then and now as incompatible with the central tenets of Christian faith. Recovered
here is the less well-known but equally long history of...

272 pages | Harvard University Press

Paperback #235849 2009 9780674032200 £17.95

What on Earth Happened?
The Complete Story of the Planet, Life and People from the Big Bang to The Present Day
Christopher Lloyd (Author)
In What on Earth Happened?, Christopher Lloyd tells our story from the very beginning of time
to the present day, taking giant narrative leaps across millennia and continents. Along the way,
he explains exactly how Muslim conquest gave Spain its...

416 pages | 250 colour photos and colour illustrations | Bloomsbury
Publishing

Paperback #235903 2012 9781408834831 £19.99
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The Natural World
Portraits of Earth's Great Ecosystems
Thomas D Mangelsen (Illustrator), Dame Jane Goodall (Foreword By)
A stunning collection of wildlife photography spanning six continents and ten ecosystems –
originally published in 2010 in a large format edition (483 × 267 mm), now available in a
smaller, regular format (330 × 185 mm).In The...

256 pages | 120 colour photos | Rizzoli International Publications

Hardback #235735 2017 9780789332783 £32.50
Hardback #187359 2010 9780789320704 £47.50

The Commons in History
Culture, Conflict, and Ecology
Derek Wall (Author)
The history of the commons – jointly owned land or other resources such as fisheries or forests
set aside for public use – provides a useful context for current debates over sustainability and
how we can act as "good ancestors."...

165 pages | MIT Press

Paperback #235775 Sep-2017 9780262534703 £14.95
Hardback #212093 2016 9780262027212 £23.95

Plague and Empire in the Early Modern Mediterranean World
The Ottoman Experience, 1347-1600
Nükhet Varlik (Author)
This is the first systematic scholarly study of the Ottoman experience of plague during the
Black Death pandemic and the centuries that followed. Using a wealth of archival and narrative
sources, including medical treatises, hagiographies and...

354 pages | 10 b/w illustrations, 5 maps | Cambridge University Press

Paperback #235580 Aug-2017 9781108412773 £22.99
Hardback #221292 2015 9781107013384 £66.99

The Origins of Everything in 100 Pages (More or Less)
David Bercovici (Author)
With wonder, wit, and flair – and in record time and space – geophysicist David Bercovici
explains how everything came to be everywhere, from the creation of stars and galaxies to the
formation of Earth's atmosphere and oceans, to the...

152 pages | 12 b/w illustrations | Yale University Press

Paperback #235713 Jan-2018 9780300230505 £9.99
Hardback #233463 2016 9780300215137 £12.99

Landscape Wales
Terry Stevens (Author), Drew Buckley (Contributor), Janet Baxter (Contributor), Nigel Forster
(Contributor)
A pictorial celebration of the glorious natural treasures and landscapes of Wales. Featuring
spectacular mountains, dramatic coastlines, gentle lowlands and idyllic river valleys.
Landscape Wales is a reminder that the rich, diverse and timeless...

160 pages | 100+ colour photos | Graffeg

Paperback #235582 2017 9781910862889 £9.99
Hardback #233874 2016 9781909823464 £34.99

Henry Dresser, Victorian Ornithologist
Birds, Books and Business
Henry A McGhie (Author)
This book explores the life of Henry Dresser (1838-1915), one of the most productive British
ornithologists of the mid-late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, and is largely based on
previously unpublished archival material. Dresser travelled...

376 pages | 62 colour & 116 b/w illustrations | Manchester University
Press

Hardback #235061 Nov-2017 9781784994136 £24.99

Farming, Famine and Plague
The Impact of Climate in Late Medieval England
Kathleen Pribyl (Author)
Farming, Famine and Plague is situated at the crossroads of environmental, agricultural and
economic history and climate science. It investigates the climatic background for the two most
significant risk factors for life in the crisis-prone England...

295 pages | 30 colour & 11 b/w illustrations | Springer-Verlag

Hardback #235602 Jun-2017 9783319559520 £117.00

The Passion of Trees
Ali Shokri (Illustrator)
The Passion of Trees is a collection of photographs taken in Iran and Azerbaijan's stunning
nature. However, this is a collection of nature photographs with a difference. Over the years, Ali
has witnessed the beauty of the forests that he has...

120 pages | Troubador Publishing

Hardback #235678 Jun-2017 9781788035064 £29.99

Darwin's First Theory
Exploring Darwin's Quest to Find a Theory of the Earth
Robert L Wesson (Author)
Everybody knows – or thinks they know – Charles Darwin, the father of evolution and the man
who altered the way we view our place in the world. But what most people do not know is that
Darwin was on board the HMS Beagle as a geologist...

489 pages | 32 plates with 62 colour photos and colour & b/w
illustrations; b/w maps | Pegasus Books

Hardback #235706 2017 9781681773162 £29.99

Scale: The Universal Laws of Life and Death in Organisms, Cities and Companies
Geoffrey West (Author)
Geoffrey West's research centres on a quest to find unifying principles and patterns connecting
everything, from cells and ecosystems to cities, social networks and businesses.Scale
addresses big, urgent questions about global sustainability,...

496 pages | Weidenfeld & Nicolson

Hardback #235710 2017 9780297869658 £24.99

The Australia of the French Explorers / L’Australie des Explorateurs Français
Frédéric Mouchet (Author), Noelene Bloomfield (Author)
Six major French expeditions to the Australian coast took place over the course of the 18th and
19th centuries. Through contemporary photographs, expedition drawings and historical
commentary, this book plunges us into the impressive and bewildering...

192 pages | 150 colour & b/w photos and colour & b/w illustrations |
Somogy Editions d'Art

Hardback #235717 2015 9782757209943 £37.50

Outskirts: Living Life on the Edge of the Green Belt
John Grindrod (Author)
A captivating nature memoir telling the story of Britain's Green Belt, our national obsession with
the countryside, and the author's childhood.Coined by National Trust co-founder Octavia Hill at
the end of the nineteenth century, the phrase...

368 pages | Sceptre

Hardback #235737 Jun-2017 9781473625020 £16.99
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Wild as it Gets
Wanderings of a Bemused Naturalist
Don Pinnock (Author)
What's your cat up to when you're not around? Do dragons exist? Are clouds alive? Why did
three men risk their lives for a single penguin egg?These are just a few of the questions and
stories puzzled over by award-winning travel writer and...

176 pages | Tafelberg Publishers

Paperback #235748 2016 9780624079026 £12.95

Life on Ice
A History of New Uses for Cold Blood
Joanna Radin (Author)
After the atomic bombing at the end of World War II, anxieties about survival in the nuclear age
led scientists to begin stockpiling and freezing hundreds of thousands of blood samples from
indigenous communities around the world. These samples were...

288 pages | 16 b/w illustrations | University of Chicago Press

Hardback #235750 2017 9780226417318 £29.99

Heart of a Game Ranger
Stories from a Wild Life
Mario Cesare (Author)
Predictability isn't a word you will find in any Bushveld dictionary, and the life of wildlife
guardian Mario Cesare has been anything but. After years as warden of Olifants River Game
Reserve, his feet are firmly planted in this magnificent...

323 pages | b/w illustrations | Jonathan Ball Publishers

Paperback #235756 2017 9781868427529 £20.99

Tales from the Forest
Ian Edwards (Author), Eri Griffin (Illustrator)
Produced to celebrate the International Year of Forests 2011 by the Royal Botanic Garden
Edinburgh, with support from Forestry Commission Scotland, this book of folk tales
encapsulate man's essential relationship with trees. A modern retelling of...

60 pages | 12 b/w illustrations | Royal Botanic Gardens Edinburgh

Paperback #235758 2011 9781906129767 £11.99

Animal Ethics in Animal Research
Helena Röcklinsberg (Author), Mickey Gjerris (Author), Anna Olsson (Author)
The use of animals in research has always been surrounded by ethical controversy. Animal
Ethics in Animal Research provides an overview of the central ethical issues focusing on the
interconnectedness of science, law and ethics. It aims to make...

8 b/w illustrations, 9 tables | Cambridge University Press

Paperback #235767 Oct-2017 9781108430685 £29.99
Hardback #235766 Oct-2017 9781108420617 £74.99

Places to Visit Before They Disappear
Jasmina Trifoni (Author)
War, climate change, natural disasters, and our own destructive behaviour have endangered
some of Earth's most precious treasures, from historical sites and monuments to unique
natural habitats. This profusely illustrated volume pays tribute to...

272 pages | colour photos | White Star Publishers

Hardback #235770 2017 9788854410954 £29.99

Trees in Paradise
The Botanical Conquest of California
Jared Farmer (Author)
At the intersection of plants and politics, Trees in Paradise is an examination of ecological
mythmaking and conquest. The first Americans who looked out over California saw arid
grasslands and chaparral, and over the course of generations, they...

592 pages | Heyday Books

Paperback #235777 2017 9781597143929 £25.99

A Short Environmental History of Italy
Variety and Vulnerability
Gabriella Corona (Author), Federico Poole (Translated by)
This book, a translation of the author's original Italian Breve Storia dell'Ambiente in Italia (Il
Mulino, 2015) aims to bring together the general lines of interpretation of Italian environmental
history from the decades prior to national...

150 pages | b/w illustrations | White Horse Press

Paperback #235792 Jun-2017 9781874267973 £18.99

Zooarchaeology and Conservation Biology
Richard Lee Lyman (Author), Kenneth P Cannon (Author), Robert E Gresswell (Author)
Many modern ecological problems such as rain forest destruction, decreasing marine harvests,
and fire suppression are directly or indirectly anthropogenic. Zooarchaeology and Conservation
Biology presents an argument that conservation biology and...

288 pages | Illustrations, maps | University of Utah Press

Paperback #235794 2017 9781607815716 £26.50
Hardback #235793 2004 9780874808018 £41.95

One Man and a Mule
Across England with a Pack Mule
Hugh Thomson (Author)
In the Middle Ages, mules were used to transport goods across Britain. Strong, sturdy and able
to carry a good 160 lbs of weight, they made ideal walking companions (as long as you didn't
ask them to do anything they disapproved of).Now Hugh...

308 pages | 16 plates with colour photos | Preface Publishing

Hardback #235847 Jun-2017 9781848094697 £19.99

The Dun Cow Rib
A Very Natural Childhood
Sir John Lister-Kaye (Author)
John Lister-Kaye has spent a lifetime exploring, protecting and celebrating the British
landscape and its wildlife. His memoir The Dun Cow Rib is the story of a boy's awakening to
the wonders of the natural world.Lister-Kaye's joyous...

336 pages | Canongate

Hardback #235858 Aug-2017 9781786891457 £19.99

The Man Who Climbs Trees
James Aldred (Author)
'The wide horizontal branches stretched away from me to curl up like the giant fingers of an
enormous cupped hand. I slid back into the centre of its protective palm and waited for my
heart to slow. After a while the small herd of Fallow deer I...

304 pages | WH Allen

Hardback #235859 Aug-2017 9780753545874 £16.99
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While the Fires Burn
A Glacier Odyssey
Daniel Schwartz (Author)
In 2009, Daniel Schwartz began a photographic art project documenting visible evidence of the
disappearance of glaciers around the world, intending it as a catalyst for reflections on climate
history and the relationship between glacial cycles and...

234 pages | 160+ b/w photos | Thames & Hudson

Hardback #235861 Aug-2017 9780500544778 £39.99

Homer LeRoy Shantz, Leader of the Expedition
Billie L Turner (Author)
This is a memoir written by the author of The Comps of Mexico of his nine-month expedition in
Africa under the leadership of Homer L. Shantz (1876-1958), an American botanist and former
president of the University of Arizona. The purpose of the...

140 pages | 10 plates with 38 colour & b/w photos; 1 b/w map | Texensis
Publishing

Paperback #235897 2016 9780996046381 £47.99

What on Earth Happened?... In Brief
The Planet, Life and People from the Big Bang to the Present Day
Christopher Lloyd (Author)
How old is the universe? When did life on earth begin? What happened to the dinosaurs? How
was the moon created? How did ancient Chinese science shape the modern world? How did
Islam trigger globalization? Are humans really superior to other living...

336 pages | colour illustrations | Bloomsbury Publishing

Paperback #235904 2009 9781408802168 £9.99

Roy Lancaster: My Life with Plants
Roy Lancaster (Author)
Celebrated plantsman Roy Lancaster is vice president of the Royal Horticultural Society. His
birth on 5th December 1937 was the start of something big for plants and horticulture. His
chance find of a Mexican tobacco plant in a local allotment...

304 pages | 200 photos, 200 colour illustrations | Filbert Press

Hardback #235933 2017 9780993389252 £24.99

Vitamin N
The Essential Guide to a Nature-Rich Life
Richard Louv (Author)
From the bestselling authority on connecting children with nature, a one-of-a-kind guide chock-
full of practical ideas, advice and inspiration for creating a nature-rich life – for kids and grown-
ups. In his groundbreaking international...

304 pages | Atlantic Books

Paperback #235938 Jun-2017 9781786490445 £9.99

Animal Skins and the Reading Self in Medieval Latin and French Bestiaries
Sarah Kay (Author)
Just like we do today, people in medieval times struggled with the concept of human
exceptionalism and the significance of other creatures. Nowhere is this more apparent than in
the medieval bestiary. Sarah Kay's exploration of French and Latin...

232 pages | 28 plates with colour photos; 28 b/w photos | University of
Chicago Press

Hardback #235945 2017 9780226436739 £36.99

In the Skin of a Beast
Sovereignty and Animality in Medieval France
Peggy McCracken (Author)
In medieval literature, when humans and animals meet – whether as friends or foes – issues of
mastery and submission are often at stake. In the Skin of a Beast shows how the concept of
sovereignty comes to the fore in such narratives,...

240 pages | 16 colour plates | University of Chicago Press

Hardback #235946 Jun-2017 9780226458922 £33.99

Wildness: Relations of People and Place
Gavin Van Horn (Editor), John Hausdoerffer (Editor)
Whether referring to a place, a nonhuman animal or plant, or a state of mind, wild indicates
autonomy and agency, a will to be, a unique expression of life. Yet two contrasting ideas about
wild nature permeate contemporary discussions: either that...

272 pages | 26 b/w photos | University of Chicago Press

Paperback #235948 2017 9780226444833 £22.50
Hardback #235947 2017 9780226444666 £67.50

Synthetic: How Life Got Made
How Life Got Made
Sophia Roosth (Author)
In the final years of the twentieth century, émigrés from engineering and computer science
devoted themselves to biology and resolved that if the aim of biology is to understand life, then
making life would yield better theories than...

256 pages | 16 b/w illustrations | University of Chicago Press

Paperback #235950 2017 9780226440460 £26.50
Hardback #235949 2017 9780226440323 £78.99

Caesar's Last Breath
The Epic Story of the Air We Breathe
Sam Kean (Author)
It's invisible. It's ever-present. Without it, you would die in minutes. And it has an epic story to
tell.In Caesar's Last Breath, New York Times bestselling author Sam Kean takes us on a
journey through the periodic table, around the...

384 pages | Doubleday

Hardback #235951 Jul-2017 9780857525123 £19.99

Famine in the Premodern World (1300-1800)
Socio-Natural Entanglements in Past Societies
Dominik Collet (Editor), Maximilian Schuh (Editor)
This highly interdisciplinary book studies historical famines as an interface of nature and
culture. It brings together researchers from the natural and social sciences as well as the
humanities. With reference to recent interdisciplinary concepts...

400 pages | 20 colour illustrations | Springer-Verlag

Hardback #235961 Jul-2017 9783319543413 £117.00

In the Name of the Great Work
Stalin's Plan for the Transformation of Nature and its Impact in Eastern Europe
Doubravka Olšáková (Editor)
Beginning in 1948, the Soviet Union launched a series of wildly ambitious projects to
implement Joseph Stalin's vision of a total "transformation of nature". Intended to increase
agricultural yields dramatically, this utopian impulse...

322 pages | Berghahn Books Ltd

Paperback #235972 2016 9781785332524 £84.99
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Regional Natural History

Inventing the Cave Man
From Darwin to the Flintstones
Andrew Horrall (Author)
Fred Flintstone lived in a sunny Stone Age American suburb, but his ancestors were
respectable, middle-class Victorians. They were very amused to think that prehistory was an
archaic version of their own world because it suggested that British ideals...

240 pages | 24 b/w illustrations | Manchester University Press

Hardback #235979 2017 9781526113849 £19.99

Darwin's Backyard
How Small Experiments Led to a Big Theory
James T Costa (Author)
James T. Costa takes readers on a journey from Charles Darwin's youth and travels on the
HMS Beagle to Down House, his bustling home of forty years. To test his insights into
evolution, Darwin devised experiments using his garden and greenhouse,...

496 pages | 60 b/w illustrations | W.W. Norton & Co.

Hardback #235989 Oct-2017 9780393239898 £19.99

The River, the Plain, and the State
An Environmental Drama in Northern Song China, 1048-1128
Ling Zhang (Author)
On July 19, 1048, the Yellow River breached its banks, drastically changing its course across
the Hebei Plain and turning it into a delta where the river sought a path out to the ocean. This
dramatic shift of forces in the natural world resulted from...

328 pages | 14 maps, 6 tables | Cambridge University Press

Hardback #235999 2016 9781107155985 £74.99

Eating Nature in Modern Germany
Food, Agriculture and Environment, C.1870 to 2000
Corinna Treitel (Author)
Adolf Hitler was a vegetarian and the Dachau concentration camp had an organic herb garden.
Vegetarianism, organic farming, and other such practices have enticed a wide variety of
Germans, from socialists, liberals, and radical anti-Semites in the...

412 pages | 22 b/w illustrations | Cambridge University Press

Hardback #236002 2017 9781107188020 £89.99

A Perfect Eden
Encounters by Early Explorers of Vancouver Island
Michael Layland (Author)
In 1842, when explorer James Douglas encountered the rugged natural paradise that would
become Vancouver Island, off Canada’s Pacific Coast,  he described it as "a perfect Eden."
This book, a compelling history of the earliest...

256 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations, colour maps | Touchwood
Editions

Hardback #236007 2016 9781771511773 £26.99

Walks on the Cardigan Bay Coast
Liz Allan (Author), Lynne Denman (Illustrator)
The Cardigan Bay coastline, on the west coast of Wales, still remains relatively unexplored.
This new edition, now containing 20 walks, demonstrates the wonderful variety of this coastline
– you can walk along the gorge at Cilgerran; admire the...

44 pages | colour maps | Kittiwake Press

Paperback #236008 2012 9781908748003 £4.95

Lean Logic
A Dictionary for the Future and How to Survive it
David Fleming (Author), Shaun Chamberlin (Editor), Jonathon Porritt (Foreword By)
Lean Logic is David Fleming's masterpiece, the product of more than thirty years' work and a
testament to the creative brilliance of one of Britain's most important intellectuals.A dictionary
unlike any other, it leads readers through...

672 pages | illustrations | Chelsea Green

Hardback #236017 2016 9781603586481 £37.99

OS Pathfinder Guides, 18: Brecon Beacons
Outstanding Circular Walks
Tim Hutton (Author)
Within the boundaries of the Brecon Beacons National Park there are four separate mountain
ranges: Black Mountain, the most westerly, Fforest Fawr, the Beacons themselves and The
Black Mountains to the east. Most of the area is underlain by old red...

95 pages | Ordnance Survey

Paperback #236021 2016 9780319090015 £12.99

Pere Marquette State Park
An Unofficial Guide to History, Natural History, Trails, and Drives
Richard C Keating (Author)
Pere Marquette State Park in Jersey County, Illinois, is Illinois' largest, natural landscape state
park. This field guide to the park, the first comprehensive and illustrated guide to any Illinois
state park, introduces readers to the...

180 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations, colour maps | Missouri
Botanical Garden Press

Paperback #235581 2017 9781935641131 £69.99

The Boatman
Henry David Thoreau's River Years
Robert M Thorson (Author)
The Boatman gives readers a Thoreau for the Anthropocene epoch. As a backyard naturalist
and river enthusiast, Thoreau was keenly aware of the way humans had altered the waterways
and meadows of his beloved Concord River Valley. And he recognised...

296 pages | 21 b/w illustrations, 3 b/w maps | Harvard University Press

Hardback #235596 2017 9780674545090 £23.95

Wild About Cholsey
Tony Rayner (Author)
This book seeks to celebrate Cholsey's special place in the natural world. The parish sits in the
valley of the Thames beside that river with its flood meadows and connecting local brooks.
Cholsey is surrounded by areas of outstanding natural...

220 pages | b/w photos and b/w illustrations | Pie Powder Press

Paperback #235635 2016 9789780948597 £13.99

Through the Lion Gate
A History of the Berlin Zoo
Gary Bruce (Author)
In 1943, fierce aerial bombardment razed the Berlin zoo and killed most of its animals. But only
two months after the war's end, Berliners had already resurrected it, reopening its gates and
creating a symbol of endurance in the heart of a...

320 pages | 16 illustrations | Oxford University Press

Hardback #235675 Sep-2017 9780190234980 £22.99
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Botany & Plant Science

Encyclopedia of Flora and Fauna of Bangladesh, Volume 1: Bangladesh Profile
Zia Uddin Ahmed (Editor)
This accompanying volume on Bangladesh describes the land, climate and the environment of
the country harbouring the rich biodiversity presented in the Encyclopedia.

230 pages | Asiatic Society of Bangladesh

Hardback #235684 2008 £35.99

Environmental History and Ecology of Moreton Bay
Portraits of Earth's Great Ecosystems
Daryl McPhee (Author)
An interdisciplinary examination of the geologic, marine and human history of Moreton Bay.The
south-east Queensland region is currently experiencing the most rapid urbanisation in
Australia. This growth in human population, industry and...

208 pages | colour photos | CSIRO

Paperback #235736 Aug-2017 9781486307210 £55.50

Wild Guide - Portugal
Hidden Places, Great Adventures and the Good Life
Edwina Pitcher (Author)
A new compendium of adventures, from the best-selling Wild Guide series (winner of travel
guidebook of the year 2015). This guide to Portugal, one of Europe's fastest growing adventure
holiday destinations, explores the hidden parts of its...

256 pages | 300 colour photos, 25 colour maps | Wild Things Publishing

Paperback #235747 2017 9781910636114 £16.99

The Last Wolf
The Hidden Springs of Englishness
Robert Winder (Author)
What sort of a place is England? And who are the English? As the United Kingdom turns away
from its European neighbours, and begins to look increasingly disunited at home, it is
becoming necessary to ask what England has that is singular and its...

480 pages | 25 b/w illustrations | Little, Brown and Company

Hardback #235833 Aug-2017 9781408707791 £19.99

Dark Emu
Black Seeds: Agriculture or Accident?
Bruce Pascoe (Author)
Dark Emu argues for a reconsideration of the 'hunter-gatherer' tag for pre-colonial Aboriginal
Australians and attempts to rebut the colonial myths that have worked to justify dispossession.
Accomplished author Bruce Pascoe provides...

176 pages | illustrations | Magabala Books

Paperback #235932 2014 9781922142436 £34.99

Ethnobotany: A Methods Manual
A Methods Manual
Gary J Martin (Author), Sir Ghillean T Prance (Foreword By)
Ethnobotany, the study of the classification, use and management of plants by people, draws
on a range of disciplines, including natural and social sciences, to show how conservation of
plants and of local knowledge about them can be achieved....

268 pages | 10 b/w photos, 25 b/w illustrations, tables | Routledge

Paperback #139995 2003 9781844070848 £36.99
Hardback #235755 2015 9781138169012 £94.99

Seasearch Guide to Seaweeds of Britain and Ireland
Frances StP D Bunker (Author), Juliet A Brodie (Author), Christine A Maggs (Author), Anne R
Bunker (Author), Michael D Guiry (Foreword By)
The second edition is extensively revised and updated, the number of pages having increased
from 224 in the first edition, to 312 in the second edition.British and Irish shallow seas contain
an astonishing 6% of the world's seaweed species, more...

312 pages | 550+ colour photos and b/w illustrations, colour distribution
maps | Wild Nature Press

Paperback #235692 Jun-2017 9780995567337 £19.50

Mountain Flowers: Pyrenees & Picos
Cliff Booker (Author), David Charlton (Author)
A sequel to the successful Mountain Flowers: The Dolomites by the same authors, this pocket
field guide contains more than 170 species beautifully illustrated and arranged by flower colour
and habitat, avoiding technical language where possible. It...

193 pages | colour photos | Collett's Mountain Holidays

Paperback #207620 2017 9780957162815 £9.95

Mycorrhizal Planet
How Symbiotic Fungi Work with Roots to Support Plant Health and Build Soil Fertility
Michael Phillips (Author)
Mycorrhizal fungi have been waiting a long time for people to recognise just how important they
are to the making of dynamic soils. These microscopic organisms partner with the root systems
of approximately 95 percent of the plants on Earth, and they...

245 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations | Chelsea Green

Hardback #207622 2017 9781603586580 £29.99

Guía Imprescindible de las Flores del Parque Nacional de Ordesa y Monte Perdido [Wild
Flowers of Ordesa and Monte Perdido National Park (Spanish Pyrenees)]
José Luis Benito Alonso (Author)
This field guide is illustrated with more than 275 full-colour plates. It shows 174 singular
flowers that are present in Ordesa and Monte Perdido National Park (Spanish Pyrenees), with
128 profiles, ordered according to 8 ecosystems, each one...

95 pages | 250 colour photos | Jolube Consultor y Editor Botánico y
Ambiental

Paperback #235977 2015 9788494356131 £22.50

The Tanoak Tree
An Environmental History of a Pacific Coast Hardwood
Frederica Bowcutt (Author), Frank Kanawha Lake (Foreword By)
Tanoak (N. densiflorus) is a resilient and common hardwood tree native to California and
southwestern Oregon. Paradoxically, people's radically different perceptions of the tree have
ranged from cash crop to treasured food plant to trash tree....

219 pages | b/w photos, b/w illustrations, tables | University of
Washington Press

Paperback #235728 Jul-2017 9780295742724 £21.99
Hardback #222035 2015 9780295994642 £29.99

Dawyck Botanic Garden Guidebook
Anna Levin (Author), Fay Young (Author), Graham Stewart (Foreword By)
Informative and fully illustrated, the Dawyck Botanic Garden Guidebook provides a wonderful
colour accompaniment for any trip to Royal Botanic Gardens Edinburgh’s Border’s woodland
Garden and is also used as a thorough reference source...

28 pages | colour & b/w photos, colour & b/w illustrations | Royal Botanic
Gardens Edinburgh

Paperback #235762 Jul-2017 9781910877180 £5.99
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The Coconut
Phylogeny, Origins, and Spread
N Madhavan Nayar
The Coconut: Phylogeny, Origins, and Spread comprehensively covers the botany, phylogeny,
origins, and spread of the coconut palm. The coconut is used primarily for its oil, fiber, and as
an article of food, including its tender-nut water. Until the...

240 pages | Academic Press

Paperback #235643 2017 9780128097786 £60.99

A Guide to Britain's Rarest Plants
Christopher J Dixon (Author)
For centuries, botanists have been drawn to the rarest species, sometimes with dire
consequences for the species' survival. In A Guide to Britain's Rarest Plants, Great Britain's
rarest flowering plants are discussed in turn, including...

160 pages | 139 colour photos, 66 colour distribution maps, 1 table |
Pelagic Publishing

Paperback #235658 Aug-2017 9781784271466 £19.99

Guide to Collecting Herbarium Specimens in the Field
Royal Botanic Garden Edinburgh (RGBE) (Author)
In a time of continuing habitat destruction and species loss it is vitally important to ensure that
fundamental botanical work is being carried out in order to identify, assess and conserve
biodiversity around the world. Much of this work is...

29 pages | 24 colour photos | Royal Botanic Gardens Edinburgh

Spiralbound #235660 2017 9781910877210 £4.99

The Comps of Mexico: A Systematic Account of the Family Asteraceae, Chapter 24
Subtribe Milleriinae, Genera: Axiniphyllum, Guizotia, Milleria, Rumfordia, Sigesbeckia,
Smallanthus, Stachycephalum, Trigonspermum
Billie L Turner (Author)
The Comps of Mexico is a long-running series of systematic accounts of all the tribes and
genera of the family Asteraceae. Chapter 24 covers subtribe Milleriinae, genera Axiniphyllum,
Guizotia, Milleria, Rumfordia, Sigesbeckia, Smallanthus, ...

78 pages | 32 b/w photos, 15 b/w distribution maps | Texensis Publishing

Paperback #235674 2017 9780998155722 £49.99

Encyclopedia of Flora and Fauna of Bangladesh, Volume 5: Bryophytes, Pteridophytes
and Gymnosperms
Zia Uddin Ahmed (Editor)
Volume 5 of this flora deals with Bryophytes, Pteridophytes and Gymnosperms.

391 pages | Asiatic Society of Bangladesh

Hardback #235685 2007 £65.99

Encyclopedia of Flora and Fauna of Bangladesh, Volume 6: Angiosperms:
Dicotyledons: Acanthaceae-Asteraceae
Zia Uddin Ahmed (Editor)
Volume 6 is the first of the five flora volumes to deal with the dicotyledons, alphabetically
covering families Acanthaceae to Asteraceae.

408 pages | Asiatic Society of Bangladesh

Hardback #235686 2008 £65.99

Encyclopedia of Flora and Fauna of Bangladesh, Volume 11: Angiosperms:
Monocotyledons: Agavaceae-Najadaceae
Zia Uddin Ahmed (Editor)
Volume 11 is the first of the two flora volumes to deal with the monocotyledons, alphabetically
covering families Agavaceae to Najadaceae.

399 pages | Asiatic Society of Bangladesh

Hardback #235687 2007 £65.99

Encyclopedia of Flora and Fauna of Bangladesh, Volume 13: Cumulative Index: Flora
Zia Uddin Ahmed (Editor)
The cumulative index for the flora volumes also contains academic background, specialisation
and contact details of the contributors, which would be useful to those wishing information on
persons in specific areas with whom they might communicate for...

325 pages | Asiatic Society of Bangladesh

Hardback #235688 2009 £35.99

Guide to Collecting Living Plants in the Field
Sadie Barber (Author), Louise Galloway (Author)
In a time of continuing habitat destruction and species loss it is vitally important to ensure that
fundamental botanical work is being carried out in order to identify, assess and conserve
biodiversity around the world. Much of this work is...

19 pages | 20 colour photos | Royal Botanic Gardens Edinburgh

Spiralbound #235708 2014 9781906129941 £4.99

Medicinally Important Trees
Aisha Saleem Khan (Author)
Medicinally Important Trees provides researchers and advanced students associated with plant
and pharmaceutical sciences with comprehensive information on medicinal trees, including
their identification, morphological characteristics, traditional and...

310 pages | 527 colour photos, 544 tables | Springer-Verlag

Hardback #235743 Jun-2017 9783319567761 £126.50

Discover the Botanic Cottage
Sutherland Forsyth (Author)
Discover the Botanic Cottage, a unique survivor from a lost incarnation of the Royal Botanic
Garden Edinburgh.Designed by two of the most renowned architects of the Georgian era, used
as a classroom during the height of the Scottish Enlightenment,...

32 pages | colour photos | Royal Botanic Gardens Edinburgh

Paperback #235759 2016 9781910877135 £5.99

Royal Botanic Garden Edinburgh Guidebook
Informative and fully illustrated, the Royal Botanic Garden Edinburgh Guidebook provides a
wonderful accompaniment for any trip to the botanic garden and is also used as a thorough
reference source for those unable to visit.

28 pages | colour photos | Royal Botanic Gardens Edinburgh

Paperback #235760 May-2017 9781910877098 £5.99

Royal Botanic Garden Edinburgh at Logan Guidebook
Anna Stevenson (Author)
Informative and fully illustrated, the Royal Botanic Garden Edinburgh at Logan Guidebook
provides a wonderful colour accompaniment for any trip to RBGE’s Logan Botanic Garden and
is also used as a thorough reference source for those unable to...

24 pages | colour photos | Royal Botanic Gardens Edinburgh

Paperback #235763 2016 9781910877081 £5.99
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Country House Life in the Highlands
The Younger Family at Benmore 1889-1929
David Younger (Author)
Originally published in 2004.Henry Younger, the Edinburgh brewer, bought Benmore Estate in
1889, after its previous owner – Greenock sugar refiner James Duncan – went bankrupt.
Initially, Younger was almost certainly attracted by its...

28 pages | colour & b/w photos | Royal Botanic Gardens Edinburgh

Paperback #235764 Jun-2017 9781910877203 £5.99

Mexico: Herbs – Spices / Hierbas – Especias
Catriona Brown (Author), Cristobal Tamariz (Author), Enrique Leal C (Illustrator)
This guide has 83 herbs and spices ranging from the familiar to the exotic. Scientific and
bilingual vernacular species names are given, as well as family name. The section on chilli
peppers also indicates size in inches and centimetres, and the...

14 pages | colour illustrations | Rainforest Publications

Unbound #235852 2017 9780997901801 £6.99

Medicinal Plant Research in Africa
Pharmacology and Chemistry
Victor Kuete (Editor)
The pharmacopoeias of most African countries are available and contain an impressive
number of medicinal plants used for various therapeutic purposes. Many African scholars have
distinguished themselves in the fields of organic chemistry,...

916 pages | illustrations | Elsevier

Hardback #235857 2013 9780124059276 £110.00

Flore d'Afrique Centrale: Spermatophytes, Cannaceae
Paul JM Maas (Author), Hiltje Maas-van de Kamer (Author), Marc SM Sosef (Editor)
The Cannaceae family has been introduced from South America into Central Africa as a
garden ornamental. In that region, she is represented by a single genus with a single species,
Canna indica, which sometimes escapes from cultivation.

12 pages | 1 b/w line drawing | National Botanic Garden of Belgium

Paperback #235894 2017 9789492663009 £13.50

Flore d'Afrique Centrale: Spermatophytes, Marantaceae
Jean-Baptiste MM Dhetchuvi (Author), Alexander C Ley (Author), Marc SM Sosef (Editor)
The Marantaceae are an important family in the undergrowth of tropical forest and is
represented in Central Africa by 10 genera and 22 species. The large leaves are used for
roofing and as container.

80 pages | 6 plates with colour photos; 14 b/w line drawings | National
Botanic Garden of Belgium

Paperback #235895 2017 9789492663030 £19.50

Flore d'Afrique Centrale: Spermatophytes, Costaceae
Paul JM Maas-van de Kamer (Author), Hiltje Maas-van de Kamer (Author)
The Costaceae, or spiral ginger family, are represented in Central Africa by one genus, Costus,
and six species. Two other species are insufficiently known. Some species are important in
traditional medicine.

28 pages | 2 plates with colour photos; 3 b/w line drawings | National
Botanic Garden of Belgium

Paperback #235896 2017 9789492663016 £14.50

Joseph Hooker’s Rhododendrons of Sikkim-Himalaya
Sir Joseph Dalton Hooker (Author), Virginia Mills (Introduction By), Cam Sharp Jones
(Introduction By), Ed Ikin (Introduction By), Walter Hood Fitch (Illustrator)
Sir Joseph Dalton Hooker (1817-1911) is perhaps the greatest of the lauded Directors of the
Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew, and 2017 marks both the bicentenary of his birth and 170 years
since his trip to India where he sought botanical treasures in the...

104 pages | 30 plates with colour illustrations | Royal Botanic Gardens,
Kew

Hardback #235902 2017 9781842466452 £24.99

Dictionary of Commemorative Plant Generic Names, Volume 17: Kabathia to Kobresia
Sudhir Chandra (Author)
The present work represents Volume 17 of the projected 27 volumes. It is hoped to cover
18,000 to 20,000 commemorative names in the total work covering all fields of botany.Generic
names have been used as markers through which light has been thrown...

516 pages | no illustrations | Bishen Singh Mahendra Pal Singh

Hardback #235919 2017 9788121109390 £142.00

Dictionary of Commemorative Plant Generic Names, Volume 18: Kochia to Kyllingia
Sudhir Chandra (Author)
The present work represents Volume 18 of the projected 27 volumes. It is hoped to cover
18,000 to 20,000 commemorative names in the total work covering all fields of botany.Generic
names have been used as markers through which light has been thrown...

444 pages | no illustrations | Bishen Singh Mahendra Pal Singh

Hardback #235920 2017 9788121109406 £142.00

Ferns and Fern Allies of Taiwan – Second Supplement
Ralf Knapp (Author), Tian-Chuan Hsu (Author)
A description of all 801 species of ferns and related plants in Taiwan. Taiwan is one of the
global diversity centres of pteridophytes (ferns, and plants allied to them) with more ca. 800
species distributed over an area of 35800 km2.This book...

419 pages | 1400 colour photos | KBCC Press

Paperback #235921 2017 9789869351324 £110.00

Ferns and Fern-Allies of Sikkim: A Pictorial Handbook, Part 2
BS Kholia (Author)
This is the second part to describe the Pteridophytes of Sikkim. It covers 21 families and
contains keys to genera and species.

291 pages | colour photos | Botanical Survey of India

Paperback #235924 2014 978190968034 £94.99

Mushrooms and Toadstools of Britain & Europe, Volume 1
Russulales, Boletales, Cantharellales, Phaliales, Polypores & 'Gasteromycetes'
Geoffrey Kibby (Author)
Volume 1 illustrates the non-agarics including, puffballs, stinkhorns, earthstars, coral fungi,
polypores, crust fungi, chanterelles, tooth fungi, boletes, Russula and Lactarius, a total of 650
species illustrated via watercolour paintings plus...

colour & b/w illustrations | Geoffrey Kibby (privately published)

Hardback #235955 2017 9780957209428 £44.99

Medicinal and Aromatic Plants of Africa
Mohamed Neffati (Editor), Hanen Najjaa (Editor), Ákos Máthé (Editor)
This volume in the series is devoted to Africa, a continent that possesses a vast treasure of
medicinal plants and has produced some exclusive materials for the world market. Medicinal
and Aromatic Plants of Africa is expected to strengthen the...

50 colour illustrations, 50 tables | Springer-Verlag

Hardback #235958 Jul-2017 9789402411195 £117.00
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Animal & General Biology

Medicinal and Aromatic Plants of the World, Volume 1
Scientific, Production, Commercial and Utilization Aspects
Ákos Máthé (Editor)
Medicinal and aromatic plants (MAPs) have accompanied mankind from its very early
beginnings. Their utilisation has co-evolved with homo sapiens itself bringing about a profound
increase in our scientific knowledge of these species enabling them to...

468 pages | illustrations, 12 tables | Springer-Verlag

Hardback #235959 2015 9789401798099 £126.00

The Botanic Garden by Erasmus Darwin, Volume 1
Erasmus Darwin (Author), Adam Komisaruk (Editor), Allison Dushane (Editor)
The career of Erasmus Darwin (1731-1802) affords an extraordinary glimpse into the
intellectual ferment of late-eighteenth- and early-nineteenth-century Britain. As a popular poet,
practising physician, inventor of speaking machines and mechanical...

800 pages | Pickering & Chatto Publishers

Hardback #235976 Jun-2017 9781138691575 £110.00

The Botanic Garden by Erasmus Darwin, Volume 2
Erasmus Darwin (Author), Adam Komisaruk (Editor), Allison Dushane (Editor)
The career of Erasmus Darwin (1731-1802) affords an extraordinary glimpse into the
intellectual ferment of late-eighteenth- and early-nineteenth-century Britain. As a popular poet,
practising physician, inventor of speaking machines and mechanical...

800 pages | Pickering & Chatto Publishers

Hardback #235978 Jun-2017 9781138691605 £110.00

Flora del Paraguay, Volume 46: Amaranthaceae
Troels Myndel Pedersen (Author)
Volume 46 covers the family Amaranthaceae.

b/w line drawings, b/w distribution maps | Conservatoire et Jardin
Botanique Ville de Genève

Paperback #235988 2017 9782827705481 £43.99

Guía de las Orquídeas de la Provincia de Cuenca [Guide to the Orchids of the Province
of Cuenca]
Agustín Coronado Martínez (Author), Eduardo Soto Pérez (Author)
A field guide to orchids found in the province of Cuenca, central Spain The Guía de las
Orquídeas de la Provincia de Cuenca offers the following information: Keys for the
identification of genera and species accompanied by more than 230...

252 pages | 230+ colour photos, colour distribution maps | Jolube
Consultor y Editor Botánico y Ambiental

Paperback #235992 May-2017 9788494588051 £36.99

Robles, Hombres y Dioses: Usos y Visión Simbólica de las Quercus en Europa [Oaks,
Men and Gods: Uses and Symbolic Views of Quercus in Europe]
Jesús Izco Sevillano (Author)
This book deals with the ethnobotanical uses of oaks, cork oaks, holly oaks and Portuguese
oaks, from a historical and European perspective, integrating the various branches of
knowledge, both natural and social sciences. Based on this...

424 pages | colour photos | Jolube Consultor y Editor Botánico y
Ambiental

Paperback #236006 2017 9788494588037 £45.99

Hormones and Reproduction of Vertebrates, Volume 1
Fishes
David O Norris (Editor), Kristin H Lopez (Editor)
This series of volumes represents a comprehensive and integrated treatment of reproduction in
vertebrates from fishes of all sorts through mammals. It is designed to provide a readable,
coordinated description of reproductive basics in each group of...

304 pages | Academic Press

Paperback #235671 2016 9780128101896 £76.99

Kant's Theory of Biology
Ina Goy (Editor), Eric Watkins (Editor)
During the last twenty years, Kant's theory of biology has increasingly attracted the attention of
scholars and developed into a field which is growing rapidly in importance within Kant studies.
Kant's Theory of Biology presents fifteen...

332 pages | De Gruyter

Paperback #235967 2014 9783110481716 £32.50
Hardback #213201 2014 9783110225785 £111.00

Not So Different
Finding Human Nature in Animals
Nathan H Lents (Author)
Animals fall in love, establish rules for fair play, exchange valued goods and services, hold
"funerals" for fallen comrades, deploy sex as a weapon, and communicate with one another
using rich vocabularies. Animals also get jealous and...

349 pages | no illustrations | Columbia University Press

Paperback #235877 Nov-2017 9780231178334 £20.95
Hardback #227284 2016 9780231178327 £27.95

How the Vertebrate Brain Regulates Behavior
Direct from the Lab
Donald W Pfaff (Author)
Throughout his remarkable career, Donald Pfaff has demonstrated that by choosing problems
and methods with care, biologists can study the molecular mechanisms of brains more
complex than those of fruit flies, snails, roundworms, and other...

230 pages | 28 b/w illustrations | Harvard University Press

Hardback #235597 2017 9780674660311 £27.95

How Emotions are Made
The Secret Life of the Brain
Lisa Feldman Barrett (Author)
Emotions feel automatic, like uncontrollable reactions to things we think and experience.
Scientists have long supported this assumption by claiming that emotions are hardwired in the
body or the brain. Today, however, the science of emotion is in...

448 pages | Macmillan

Hardback #235604 2017 9781509837496 £18.99

Raised by Animals
The Surprising New Science of Animal Family Dynamics
Jennifer L Verdolin (Author), Marc Bekoff (Foreword By)
When it comes to family matters, do humans know best? Leading animal behaviourist Dr
Jennifer Verdolin argues otherwise in this eye-opening book. Welcome to the wild world of
raising a family in the animal kingdom . . . sometimes shocking, often...

304 pages | The Experiment, LLC

Paperback #235634 Sep-2017 9781615193448 £12.99
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Evolutionary Biology

Dominance and Aggression in Humans and Other Animals
The Great Game of Life
Henry R Hermann (Author)
Dominance and Aggression in Humans and Other Animals: The Great Game of Life examines
human nature and the influence of evolution, genetics, chemistry, nurture, and the
sociopolitical environment as a way of understanding how and why humans behave in...

396 pages | b/w illustrations | Academic Press

Paperback #235644 2016 9780128053720 £60.99

The Study of Behaviour
Organization, Methods, and Principles
Jerry A Hogan (Author)
Behaviour studies now span a variety of sub-disciplines, including behavioural ecology,
neuroscience, cognitive psychology and evolutionary developmental biology. While the fields'
rapid growth has led to startling new insights into animal...

375 pages | 55 b/w illustrations, 2 tables | Cambridge University Press

Hardback #235707 Oct-2017 9781107191976 £79.99

Follow Your Gut
How the Bacteria in Your Stomach Steer Your Health, Mood and More
Rob Knight (Author), Brendan Buhler (Author)
Allergies, asthma, obesity, acne: these are just a few of the conditions that may be caused –
and someday cured – by the microscopic life inside us. The key is to understand how this
groundbreaking science influences your health, mood,...

128 pages | Simon & Schuster

Paperback #235878 2015 9781471138904 £7.99

Born Anxious
The Lifelong Impact of Early Life Adversity – and How to Break the Cycle
Daniel P Keating (Author)
Why are we the way we are? Why do some of us find it impossible to calm a quick temper or to
shake anxiety? The debate has always been divided between nature and nurture, but as
psychology professor Daniel P. Keating demonstrates in Born Anxious, new...

256 pages | St Martin's Press

Hardback #236010 2017 9781250075048 £20.99

Why Intelligent Design Fails
A Scientific Critique of the New Creationism
Matt Young (Editor), Taner Edis (Editor)
Is Darwinian evolution an established fact, or a dogma ready to be overtaken by the next
scientific revolution? The intelligent design movement argues the latter. Why Intelligent Design
Fails assembles a team of physicists, biologists, computer...

238 pages | illustrations, tables | Rutgers University Press

Paperback #235848 2006 9780813538723 £22.95

The Incredible Human Journey
The Story of How We Colonised the Planet
Alice Roberts (Author)
Alice Roberts has been travelling the world – from Ethiopian desert to Malay peninsula and
from Russian steppes to Amazon basin – in order to understand the challenges that early
humans faced as they tried to settle continents. On her...

384 pages | plates with colour illustrations | Bloomsbury Publishing

Paperback #235906 2010 9781408802885 £14.99

How the Zebra Got its Stripes
And Other Darwinian Just So Stories
Léo Grasset (Author), Barbara Mellor (Translated by)
Why do giraffes have such long necks? Why are zebras striped? Why are buffalo herds
broadly democratic while elephants prefer dictatorships? What explains the architectural
brilliance of the termite mound or the complications of the hyena's sex...

170 pages | 8 plates with 17 colour photos; b/w photos, b/w illustrations |
Profile Books

Paperback #235629 Oct-2017 9781781256299 £8.99
Hardback #229517 2016 9781781256282 £9.99

Religion in Human Evolution
From the Paleolithic to the Axial Age
Robert N Bellah (Author)
Religion in Human Evolution is a work of extraordinary ambition – a wide-ranging, nuanced
probing of our biological past to discover the kinds of lives that human beings have most often
imagined were worth living. It offers what is frequently...

784 pages | Harvard University Press

Paperback #235598 2017 9780674975347 £19.95
Hardback #235599 2011 9780674061439 £33.95

Hands: What We Do with Them - and Why
Darian Leader (Author)
Why do zombies walk with their arms outstretched? How can newborn babies grip an adult
finger tightly enough to dangle unsupported from it? And why is everyone constantly texting,
tapping and scrolling?For anyone curious about how human beings work,...

128 pages | Penguin Books

Paperback #235662 Jul-2017 9780241974001 £9.99
Hardback #235661 2016 9780241216477 £12.99

The Philosophy of Social Evolution
Jonathan Birch (Author)
From mitochondria to meerkats, the natural world is full of spectacular examples of social
behaviour. In the early 1960s Bill Hamilton changed the way we think about how such
behaviour evolves. He introduced three key innovations – now known as...

224 pages | Oxford University Press

Hardback #235716 Oct-2017 9780198733058 £24.99

The Evolution of Flight
Georg Glaeser (Author), Hannes F Paulus (Author), Werner Nachtigall (Author)
The Evolution of Flight will take you on an exciting journey made up of texts and images.
Spectacular, large-scale photographs printed on double pages and accompanied by
explanatory texts will arouse the reader's curiosity about evolution's...

250 colour photos and colour illustrations | Springer-Verlag

Hardback #235772 Jun-2017 9783319570235 £22.50

Origins of Darwin's Evolution
Solving the Species Puzzle Through Time and Place
J David Archibald (Author)
In On the Origin of Species (1859), Charles Darwin presented his evidence for evolution and
natural selection as its mechanism. He drew upon his earliest data gathered during his voyage
on the HMS Beagle, which included collecting mammalian fossils...

256 pages | Columbia University Press

Hardback #235890 Sep-2017 9780231176842 £54.95
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Ecology

Habitats, Ecosystems & Natural Spaces

The Theory That Changed Everything
"On the Origin of Species" as a Work in Progress
Philip Lieberman (Author)
Few people have done as much to change how we view the world as Charles Darwin. Yet On
the Origin of Species is more cited than read. Some of it is considered outdated; in some ways,
it has been consigned to the nineteenth century. In The Theory That...

224 pages | b/w illustrations | Columbia University Press

Hardback #235911 Nov-2017 9780231178082 £24.95

Human Tooth Crown and Root Morphology
The Arizona State University Dental Anthropology System
G Richard Scott (Author), Joel D Irish (Author)
This guide to scoring crown and root traits in human dentitions substantially builds on a
seminal 1991 work by Turner, Nichol, and Scott. It provides detailed descriptions and multiple
illustrations of each crown and root trait to help guide...

344 pages | 224 b/w illustrations, 55 tables | Cambridge University Press

Paperback #236004 2017 9781107480735 £39.99

Invasive Alien Plant Species of Gujarat
Exotic Plants of Guajrat
Padamnabhi S Nagar (Author), AP Singh (Author)
The book deals with thirty-three invasive alien species of Gujarat, Western India. Their
botanical name, origin, local name, family, description, flowering & fruiting, distribution,
ecological impacts, control measures and any other information....

120 pages | Lambert Academic Publishing

Paperback #235734 2016 9783330014862 £42.99

Those Wild Rabbits
How They Shaped Australia
Bruce Munday (Author)
A century ago Australia was home to 10 billion rabbits, thriving in their adopted home.
Storyteller Bruce Munday finds the rabbit saga irresistible – the naive hopes of the early
settlers, the frustration, environmental damage, cost to...

296 pages | 8 plates with colour photos; b/w photos | Wakefield Press

Paperback #235739 2017 9781743054574 £54.99

Adaptive Food Webs
Stability and Transitions of Real and Model Ecosystems
John C Moore (Editor), Peter C de Ruiter (Editor), Kevin S McCann (Editor), Volkmar Wolters
(Editor)
Presenting new approaches to studying food webs, Adaptive Food Webs uses practical
management and policy examples to demonstrate the theory behind ecosystem management
decisions and the broader issue of sustainability. All the information readers...

380 pages | 12 colour & 95 b/w illustrations, 16 tables | Cambridge
University Press

Hardback #235765 Oct-2017 9781107182110 £69.99

Applying Graph Theory in Ecological Research
Mark RT Dale (Author)
Graph theory, the mathematical theory of the properties and applications of graphs, can be
applied to ecological questions in many ways, and more insights can be gained by expanding
the range of graph theoretical concepts applied to a specific...

300 pages | 16 colour & 231 b/w illustrations, 14 tables | Cambridge
University Press

Paperback #235769 Oct-2017 9781107460973 £34.99
Hardback #235768 Oct-2017 9781107089310 £69.99

Issues and Concepts in Historical Ecology
The Past and Future of Landscapes and Regions
Carole L Crumley (Editor), Tommy Lennartsson (Editor), Anna Westin (Editor)
Historical ecology is a research framework which draws upon diverse evidence to trace
complex, long-term relationships between humanity and Earth. With roots in anthropology,
archaeology, ecology and palaeoecology, geography, and landscape and...

4 colour & 37 b/w illustrations, 2 tables | Cambridge University Press

Hardback #235889 Oct-2017 9781108420983 £49.99

The Biology of Lakes and Ponds
Christer Brönmark (Author), Lars-Anders Hansson (Author)
A concise but comprehensive introduction to the biology of standing waters (lakes and ponds).
As with other books in the Biology of Habitats Series, the emphasis in The Biology of Lakes
and Ponds is on the organisms that dominate freshwater...

368 pages | 134 illustrations | Oxford University Press

Paperback #235855 Jun-2017 9780198713609 £34.99
Paperback #149200 2005 9780198516132 £24.38
Hardback #235856 Jun-2017 9780198713593 £69.99

The Biology of Coral Reefs
Charles RC Sheppard (Author), Simon K Davy (Author), Graham M Pilling (Author), Nicholas
Graham (Author)
Coral reefs represent the most spectacular and diverse marine ecosystem on the planet as well
as a critical source of income for millions of people. However, the combined effects of human
activity have led to a rapid decline in the health of reefs...

384 pages | illustrations, tables | Oxford University Press

Paperback #235875 Oct-2017 9780198787358 £34.99
Hardback #235874 Oct-2017 9780198787341 £74.99

Swamp: Nature and Culture
Anthony Wilson (Author)
Throughout history, swamps have been idealised and demonised, purged and protected.
Today, they are simultaneously considered metaphorical places of evil, pestilence, and death,
and treasured as diverse biological ecosystems teeming with...

248 pages | 80 colour & 20 b/w photos and illustrations | Reaktion Books

Paperback #235139 Nov-2017 9781780238449 £14.95

Woodland Development
A Long Term Study of Lady Park Wood
George Peterken (Author), Edward Mountford (Author)
Lady Park Wood was set aside as a 'natural' (i.e. unmanaged) reserve for ecological research
in 1944 and the trees, shrubs and ground vegetation have been recorded in detail ever since.
The 70 years of observations now represent one of the...

288 pages | CABI Publishing

Paperback #235865 Jul-2017 9781786392817 £34.99
Hardback #235154 Jul-2017 9781780648651 £94.99
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Gujarat's Wild Destinations
A Passage through the National Parks, Sanctuaries and Other Wild Destinations of Gujarat
CN Pandey (Author)
From the preface:"Gujarat, a state in Western India, has an amazing diversity of wildlife which
has been conserved due to successful efforts of the state and compassionate traditions of
people. The four National Parks and twenty-two Wildlife...

81 pages | colour photos, colour maps | Gujarat Ecological Education and
Research Foundation

Paperback #235584 2006 £32.99

Coastal Wetlands
Alteration and Remediation
Charles W Finkl (Editor), Christopher Makowski (Editor)
Coastal Wetlands: Alteration and Remediation delves into human-induced and natural impacts
on coastal wetlands, intended or otherwise, through a series of vignettes that elucidate the
environmental insults and efforts at amelioration and remediation....

830 pages | 341 colour & 32 b/w illustrations, 120 tables | Springer-
Verlag

Hardback #235601 Jul-2017 9783319561783 £178.00

Methods in Stream Ecology, Volume 1
Ecosystem Structure
F Richard Hauer (Editor), Gary A Lamberti (Editor)
Methods in Stream Ecology provides a complete series of field and laboratory protocols in
stream ecology that are ideal for teaching or conducting research. This two-part new edition is
updated to reflect recent advances in the technology associated...

506 pages | illustrations | Academic Press

Paperback #235632 2017 9780124165588 £48.99

Methods in Stream Ecology, Volume 2
Ecosystem Function
F Richard Hauer (Editor), Gary A Lamberti (Editor)
Methods in Stream Ecology, Volume 2: Ecosystem Structure, third edition, provides a complete
series of field and laboratory protocols in stream ecology that are ideal for teaching or
conducting research. This new two-part edition is updated to...

390 pages | illustrations | Academic Press

Paperback #235633 Aug-2017 9780128130476 £62.95

Mires and Peatlands in Europe
Status, Distribution and Conservation
Hans Joosten (Editor), Franziska Tanneberger (Editor), Asbjørn Moen (Editor), Council of
Europe (CoE) (Foreword By), International Mire Conservation Group (IMCG) (Foreword By)
The European continent features an impressive variety of mires and peatlands. Polygon, palsa,
and aapa mires, concentric and eccentric bogs, spring and percolation fens, coastal marshes,
blanket bogs, saline fens, acid, alkaline, nutrient poor,...

780 pages | 129 colour photos, b/w maps, 161 tables | Schweizerbart
Science Publishers

Hardback #235666 2017 9783510653836 £109.00

The Ground Beneath Us
From the Oldest Cities to the Last Wilderness, What Dirt Tells Us about Who We Are
Paul Bogard (Author)
When a teaspoon of soil contains millions of species, and when we pave over the earth on a
daily basis, what does that mean for our future? What is the risk to our food supply, the planet's
wildlife, the soil on which every life-form depends? How...

320 pages | illustrations | Little, Brown and Company

Hardback #235744 2017 9780316342261 £27.99

Heartwood: The Art and Science of Growing Trees for Conservation and Profit
Rowan Reid (Author)
Heartwood challenges the entrenched view that when it comes to forests, one is either a
conservationist or a profiteer. Forest scientist Rowan Reid draws on over twenty years of
experience and study to offer a third way: where growing trees for...

320 pages | Melbourne Books

Hardback #235779 Sep-2017 9781925556117 £50.99

Berliner Höhlenkundliche Berichte, Volume 68-69: Atlas of the Great Caves and the
Karst of Africa
Michael Laumanns (Author)
The "Yellow Pages" of caving in Africa. Describes the new longest cave of Africa. Each country
is presented in detail including maps (e.g. topography, geology and karst occurrences) as well
as a description of the geological settings, the...

362 pages | b/w maps | Speläoclub Berlin

Paperback #235899 2017 £29.99

Soil Erosion
Henry Wang (Author)
A comprehensive introduction to the topic of soil erosion has been provided in this profound
book. Soil loss for erosion is a natural event in soil dynamics, affected by climate, soil intrinsic
properties and morphology, which can both enhance as...

200 pages | colour illustrations | Callisto Books

Hardback #235915 2015 9781632395610 £74.99

Growing Community Forests
Practice, Research, and Advocacy in Canada
Ryan CL Bullock (Editor), Gayle Broad (Editor), Lynn Palmer (Editor), Peggy Smith (Editor)
Canada is experiencing an unparalleled crisis involving forests and communities across the
country. While municipalities, policy makers, and industry leaders acknowledge common
challenges such as an overdependence on U.S. markets, rising energy...

232 pages | University of Manitoba Press

Paperback #235931 Oct-2017 9780887557934 £30.50

Hypogene Karst Regions and Caves of the World
Alexander Klimchouk (Editor), Arthur Palmer (Editor), Jo De Waele (Editor), Augusto Auler
(Editor), Philippe Audra (Editor)
Cave and Karst Systems of the World illustrates the diversity of hypogene speleogenetic
processes and void-conduit patterns depending on variations of the geological environments
by presenting regional and cave-specific case studies. The cases...

882 pages | 509 colour & 138 b/w illustrations, 200 tables | Springer-
Verlag

Hardback #235963 Jul-2017 9783319533476 £178.00

Forest Preservation in a Changing Climate
REDD+ and Indigenous and Community Rights in Indonesia and Tanzania
Sébastien Jodoin (Author)
Forest Preservation in a Changing Climate provides a comprehensive socio-legal examination
of how global efforts to fight climate change by reducing carbon emissions in the forestry sector
(known as REDD+) have affected the rights of indigenous...

256 pages | Cambridge University Press

Hardback #235995 Sep-2017 9781107189003 £84.99
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Conservation & Biodiversity

Environmental Science

Spatial Analysis of Coastal Environments
Sarah M Hamylton (Author)
At the convergence of the land and sea, coastal environments are some of the most dynamic
and populated places on Earth. Spatial Analysis of Coastal Environments explains how the
many varied forms of spatial analysis, including mapping, monitoring...

306 pages | 48 colour & 88 b/w illustrations, 30 tables | Cambridge
University Press

Hardback #235996 2017 9781107070479 £44.99

Wild Animal Protection Laws in India
Partha Pratim Mitra (Author), Maneka Sanjay Gandhi (Foreword By)
Wild Animal Protection Laws in India is specially designed for students pursuing the three-year
or five-year degree course in law education institutes including Indian law schools. It will be
useful for students who are interested in the historical...

342 pages | b/w illustrations | LexisNexis India

Paperback #235630 2016 9789351439738 £20.99

Quantum Verzeichnis 2017: Directory of European Zoos and Conservation Orientated
Organisations / Verzeichnis der Europäischen Zoos, Arten-, Natur- und
Tierschutzorganisationen [German]
Schüling Verlag (Editor)
This German directory, the Quantum Verzeichnis, contains over 120 pages of addresses and
other detailed information on zoos in Germany and more than 200 pages on international
zoological facilities from A of Armenia to Z of Zypern (Cyprus). Due to...

500 pages | Schüling Verlag

Paperback #235731 2017 9783865231420 £27.99

Economic Valuation of Biodiversity
An Interdisciplinary Conceptual Perspective
Bartosz Bartkowski (Author)
While biodiversity loss is an ecological phenomenon, it also has further dimensions – political,
social and, last but not least, economic. From the economic perspective, the rapid loss of
biological diversity can be viewed in two ways. First,...

192 pages | 15 b/w illustrations, 17 tables | Earthscan

Hardback #235780 Jul-2017 9781138039360 £105.00

Railway Ecology
Luís Borda-de-Água (Editor), Rafael Barrientos (Editor), Pedro Beja (Editor), Henrique Miguel
Pereira (Editor)
Railway Ecology provides a unique overview of the impacts of railways on biodiversity,
integrating the existing knowledge on the ecological effects of railways on wildlife, identifying
major knowledge gaps and research directions and presenting the...

497 pages | 28 colour & 25 b/w illustrations | Springer-Verlag

Hardback #235798 Jul-2017 9783319574950 £44.99

Effective Conservation Science
Data Not Dogma
Peter M Kareiva (Editor), Michelle Marvier (Editor), Brian R Silliman (Editor)
This edited volume assembles some of the most intriguing voices in modern conservation
biology. Collectively they highlight many of the most challenging questions being asked in
conservation science today, each of which will benefit from new...

384 pages | 45 illustrations | Oxford University Press

Paperback #235873 Oct-2017 9780198808985 £37.99
Hardback #235872 Oct-2017 9780198808978 £74.99

Life as a Hunt
Thresholds of Identities and Illusions on an African Landscape
Stuart A Marks (Author)
The 'extensive wilderness' of Zambia's central Luangwa Valley is the homeland of the Valley
Bisa whose cultural practices have enriched this environment for centuries. Beginning with the
intrusions of warlords and later British colonials,...

518 pages | 25 illustrations | Berghahn Books Ltd

Hardback #235970 2016 9781785331572 £107.00

The Nature of German Imperialism
Conservation and the Politics of Wildlife in Colonial East Africa
Bernhard Gissibl (Author)
Today, the East African state of Tanzania is renowned for wildlife preserves such as the
Serengeti National Park, the Ngorongoro Conservation Area, and the Selous Game Reserve.
Yet few know that most of these initiatives emerged from decades of...

344 pages | 9 illustrations, 6 tables | Berghahn Books Ltd

Hardback #235971 2016 9781785331756 £84.99

Rise of the Necrofauna
A Provocative Look at the Science, Ethics, and Risks of de-Extinction
Britt Wray (Author), George M Church (Foreword By)
What happens when you try to recreate a woolly mammoth – fascinating science, or
conservation catastrophe?In Rise of the Necrofauna, Wray takes us deep into the minds and
labs of some of the world's most progressive thinkers to find out....

288 pages | Greystone Books

Hardback #235991 Oct-2017 9781771641647 £27.99

Global Climate Change and Terrestrial Invertebrates
Scott N Johnson (Author), T Hefin Jones (Author)
Invertebrates perform such vital roles in global ecosystems – and so strongly influence human
wellbeing – that biologist E.O. Wilson was prompted to describe them as "little things that run
the world". As they are such powerful...

408 pages | Wiley-Blackwell

Hardback #232317 2017 9781119070900 £84.99

Climate Change and Rocky Mountain Ecosystems
Jessica Halofsky (Editor), David L Peterson (Editor)
Climate Change and Rocky Mountain Ecosystems is the result of a team of approximately 100
scientists and resource managers who worked together for two years to understand the effects
of climatic variability and change on water resources, fisheries,...

285 pages | colour illustrations, colour maps, tables | Springer-Verlag

Hardback #235742 Oct-2017 9783319569277 £112.00
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Physical Sciences

Sustainable Development

Impacts of Tannery Operations on Guppy, Poecilia reticulata
Pramod Baburao Rokade (Author)
Impacts of Tannery Operations on Guppy, Poecilia reticulata focuses on the effects of industrial
effluents, specifically those generated from tanneries, on aquatic life i.e. fish. Readers will learn
about the impacts of untreated effluents that find...

45 pages | 100 colour & 58 b/w illustrations | Springer-Verlag

Paperback #235799 Jun-2017 9783319576534 £37.99

Too Late
How We Lost the Battle with Climate Change
Geoffrey Maslen (Author)
The physical evidence of climate change becomes more dramatic every year: forests
retreating, animals moving north and south, glaciers melting, bushfire seasons getting longer,
and higher rates of droughts, floods, and storms – with a new type...

128 pages | no illustrations | Hardie Grant Books

Paperback #235880 Jul-2017 9781743793244 £9.99

The Carbon Code
How You Can Become a Climate Change Hero
Brett Favaro (Author)
Our world is getting hotter, and it's our fault. Our addiction to fossil fuels is destroying not only
our ancient planet, but our modern civilisation. How can we protect our fragile ecosystems
while preserving our way of life? How can we respond...

232 pages | Johns Hopkins University Press

Hardback #235917 Jun-2017 9781421422534 £16.99

The Unnatural World
The Race to Remake Civilization in Earth's Newest Age
David Biello (Author)
A brilliant young environmental journalist argues that we must innovate and adapt to save
planet Earth in this enlightening "trip around the world to meet people working out new ways for
humanity to live as well as survive" (The New York...

294 pages | Scribner Books

Hardback #235939 2016 9781476743905 £26.99

Geomorphology and Volcanology of Costa Rica
Jean Pierre Bergoeing (Author)
Geomorphology and Volcanology of Costa Rica is the product of more than 30 years of
research explaining the evolution of the quaternary relief of a geomorphologically diverse
country. The book details the physical landscape of Costa Rica, with an...

290 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations, colour maps | Elsevier

Paperback #235631 2017 9780128120675 £94.99

Nisyros Volcano
The Kos–Yali–Nisyros Volcanic Field
Volker Jörg Dietrich (Editor), Evangelos Lagios (Editor)
Nisyros Volcano presents the first compilation of scientific research on the island of Nisyros,
involving various geoscientific disciplines. Presenting a wealth of illustrations and maps,
including a geological map of the volcano, it also provides...

468 pages | 449 colour & 23 b/w photos and illustrations | Springer-
Verlag

Hardback #235680 Jun-2017 9783319554587 £112.00

Submerged Landscapes of the European Continental Shelf
Quaternary Paleoenvironments
Nicholas C Flemming (Editor), Jan Harff (Editor), Delminda Moura (Editor), Anthony Burgess
(Editor), Geoffrey N Bailey (Editor)
Submerged Landscapes of the European Continental Shelf examines the drowned landscapes
exposed as extensive and attractive territory for prehistoric human settlement during the Ice
Ages of the Pleistocene, when sea levels dropped to 120-135 m below...

552 pages | illustrations | Wiley-Blackwell

Hardback #235726 2017 9781118922132 £79.99

Mineral Reaction Kinetics
Microstructures, Textures, Chemical and Isotopic Signatures
Wilhelm Heinrich (Editor), Rainer Abart (Editor)
With the ever increasing spatial resolution in the characterization of microstructures, textures
and chemical as well as isotopic patterns and the continuously improving sensitivity and
precision in mineral chemical and isotopic analysis, increasing...

651 pages | 287 illustrations | Mineralogical Society of Great Britain &
Ireland

Paperback #235774 2017 9780903056632 £97.50

Soil Erosion and Sediment Yield Modelling
Impact of Land use Change on Soil Erosion and Sediment Yield
Derege Meshesha (Author)
Environmental degradation has been recognised as high-impact physical and social problem
that could lead to worldwide environmental catastrophe. Evaluation of environmental
degradation and natural resource depletion is, therefore, essential for the...

116 pages | b/w illustrations | Lambert Academic Publishing

Paperback #235914 2012 9783659258558 £55.50

Habitats: Excursions into the Earth History of Salzburg and Upper Bavaria
Hans Egger (Author)
Ocean basins are pulled apart and disappear again, continents move and collide, mountain
chains uplift and are then eroded, a rising sea level submerges land under water around the
world, volcanic super-eruptions lead to global temperature falls,...

144 pages | 100+ colour photos and colour maps | Verlag Anton Pustet

Paperback #235940 Jun-2017 9783702508814 £22.50

Africa's Top Geological Sites
Gavin Whitfield (Author)
Africa is home to more than the Cradle of Humankind. It was the core of the ancient
supercontinent Pangaea and comprises some of the oldest and most extraordinary geology on
planet Earth.This detailed and colourful book features 44 of the...

336 pages | 700 colour photos, colour illustrations and colour maps |
Random House Struik

Paperback #236009 2016 9781775844488 £19.50
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Data Analysis & Modelling

Tomorrow's Table
Organic Farming, Genetics, and the Future of Food
Pamela C Ronald (Author), Raoul W Adamchak (Author), Gordon R Conway (Foreword By)
Tomorrow's Table argues that a judicious blend of two important strands of agriculture –
genetic engineering and organic farming – is key to helping feed the world's growing
population in an ecologically balanced manner. Pamela...

288 pages | 17 illustrations | Oxford University Press

Paperback #235600 Nov-2017 9780199342082 £10.99

Beyond the Tragedy in Global Fisheries
DG Webster (Author)
The oceans are heavily overfished, and the greatest challenges to effective fisheries
management are not technical but political and economic. In Beyond the Tragedy in Global
Fisheries, D. G. Webster describes how the political economy of fisheries...

448 pages | 36 illustrations | MIT Press

Paperback #235776 Sep-2017 9780262534734 £24.95
Hardback #224128 2015 9780262029551 £34.95

Urban Water Atlas for Europe
BM Gawlik (Editor), P Easton (Editor), S Koop (Editor), K van Leeuwen (Editor), R Elelman
(Editor)
How do we manage water in cities? Where does our drinking water come from? Where does
our waste water go? How much water do we consume? Is our life-style affecting our water?
This first overview of Urban Water Management in Europe explains and...

160 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations, colour maps | Office for
Official Publications of the European Communities (EU)

Hardback #235667 2017 9789279630507 £61.99

Confessions of a Recovering Environmentalist
Paul Kingsnorth (Author)
Paul Kingsnorth was once an activist, an ardent environmentalist. He fought against rampant
development and the depredations of a corporate world that seemed hell-bent on ignoring a
looming climate crisis in its relentless pursuit of profit. But as...

284 pages | no illustrations | Faber & Faber

Paperback #235668 2017 9780571329694 £14.99

Agro-Environmental Sustainability, Volume 1
Managing Crop Health
Jay Shankar Singh (Editor), Gamini Seneviratne (Editor)
This two-volume work is a testament to the increasing interest in the role of microbes in
sustainable agriculture and food security. Advances in microbial technologies are explored in
chapters dealing with topics such as carbon sequestration, soil...

316 pages | 13 colour & 9 b/w illustrations, 13 tables | Springer-Verlag

Hardback #235693 2017 9783319497235 £112.00

Agro-Environmental Sustainability, Volume 2
Jay Shankar Singh (Editor), Gamini Seneviratne (Editor)
This two-volume work is a testament to the increasing interest in the role of microbes in
sustainable agriculture and food security. Advances in microbial technologies are explored in
chapters dealing with topics such as plant-microbe interactions,...

257 pages | 16 colour & 9 b/w illustrations | Springer-Verlag

Hardback #235694 2017 9783319497266 £85.99

Why Environmental Policies Fail
Jan Laitos (Author), Juliana Okulski (Author)
Proposing environmental policy which is consistent with the laws of nature, Why
Environmental Policies Fail is for those who are not just interested in the ways humans have
harmfully altered their environment, but instead wish to learn why the many...

225 pages | Cambridge University Press

Paperback #235741 May-2017 9781107546745 £23.99
Hardback #235740 May-2017 9781107121010 £79.99

The Rights of Nature
A Legal Revolution That Could Save the World
David R Boyd (Author)
Palila v Hawaii. New Zealand's Te Urewera Act. Sierra Club v Disney. These legal phrases
hardly sound like the makings of a revolution, but beyond the headlines portending
environmental catastrophes, a movement of immense import has been...

280 pages | Essays on Canadian Writing Press

Paperback #235934 Oct-2017 9781770412392 £13.99

Justice & Natural Resources
An Egalitarian Theory
Chris Armstrong (Author)
Struggles over precious resources such as oil, water, and land are increasingly evident in the
contemporary world. States, indigenous groups, and corporations vie to control access to those
resources, and the benefits they provide. These conflicts...

272 pages | Oxford University Press

Hardback #236005 2017 9780198702726 £59.99

Sunlight and Seaweed
An Argument for How to Feed, Power and Clean Up the World
Timothy Flannery (Author)
Acclaimed scientist Tim Flannery investigates exciting new technologies currently being
developed to address our most pressing environmental threats in a book that presents a
positive future for us and our planet.Climate change, food production and...

192 pages | Text Publishing Company

Paperback #236012 Jul-2017 9781925498684 £25.99

Python for Bioinformatics
Sébastian Bassi (Author)
In today's data driven biology, programming knowledge is essential in turning ideas into
testable hypothesis. Based on the author's extensive experience, Python for Bioinformatics,
Second Edition helps biologists get to grips with the basics...

438 pages | 57 b/w photos, 61 b/w illustrations, 12 tables | Chapman &
Hall (CRC Press)

Paperback #235782 Sep-2017 9781138035263 £61.99
Hardback #235783 Sep-2017 9781138094376 £145.00

Mastering ArcGIS
Maribeth H Price (Author)
Mastering ArcGIS is an introductory GIS text that is designed to offer everything you need to
master the basic elements of GIS. The author's step-by-step approach helps students
negotiate the challenging tasks involved in learning sophisticated...

605 pages | colour illustrations | McGraw Hill

Spiralbound #235814 2015 9780078095146 £115.99
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Habitat Suitability and Distribution Model
With Applications in R
Antoine Guisan (Author), Wilfried Thuiller (Author), Niklaus E Zimmermann (Author)
Habitat Suitability and Distribution Model introduces the key stages of niche-based habitat
suitability model building, evaluation and prediction required for understanding and predicting
future patterns of species and biodiversity. Beginning with...

498 pages | 133 b/w illustrations, 8 tables | Cambridge University Press

Paperback #235677 Aug-2017 9780521758369 £39.99
Hardback #235676 Aug-2017 9780521765138 £69.99

Purifying and Culturing Neural Cells
A Laboratory Manual
Ben A Barres (Editor), Beth Stevens (Editor)
Composed of countless neurons, glia, and vascular cells, the nervous system innervates all
parts of the body to function as a vast communication network. This complexity makes it
challenging to examine neural properties at the cellular and molecular...

205 pages | colour & b/w illustrations, tables | Cold Spring Harbor
Laboratory Press

Paperback #235695 2013 9781936113996 £69.99
Hardback #235696 2013 9781621820116 £109.00

An Introduction to R for Spatial Analysis and Mapping
Chris Brunsdon (Author), Lex Comber (Author)
R is a powerful open-source computing tool that supports geographical analysis and mapping
for the many geography and 'non-geography' students and researchers interested in spatial
analysis and mapping.An Introduction to R for Spatial...

360 pages | illustrations | Sage Publications

Paperback #235753 2014 9781446272954 £32.99

Mathematical Models of Plant-Herbivore Interactions
Zhilan Feng (Author), Donald L DeAngelis (Author)
Mathematical Models of Plant-Herbivore Interactions addresses mathematical models in the
study of practical questions in ecology, particularly factors that affect herbivory, including plant
defence, herbivore natural enemies, and adaptive herbivory,...

248 pages | 27 b/w photos, 137 b/w illustrations, 9 tables | Productivity
Press

Hardback #235791 Sep-2017 9781498769174 £69.99

Writing in the Environmental Sciences
A Seven-Step Guide
L Michelle Baker (Author)
As an environmental scientist, you are used to writing scientific articles, but how confident do
you feel writing policy or regulatory documents? Do you feel you have the necessary writing
skills to influence policy and inform the public? This...

258 pages | Cambridge University Press

Paperback #235586 Jul-2017 9781316643563 £24.99
Hardback #235585 Jul-2017 9781107193147 £63.99

Handbook on Herbaria in India and Neighbouring Countries
Harbhajan Singh (Editor)
India and the neighbouring countries share a common vegetation cover. This region is rich in
biodiversity and the herbaria, which are the repositories of plant wealth, have a major role to
play in understanding and conservation of this biodiversity....

244 pages | National Institute of Science Communication and Information
Resources

Paperback #235605 2010 9788172363345 £36.50

Plundered Skulls and Stolen Spirits
Inside the Fight to Reclaim Native America's Culture
Chip Colwell (Author)
Who owns the past and the objects that physically connect us to history? And who has the
right to decide this ownership, particularly when the objects are sacred or, in the case of
skeletal remains, human? Is it the museums that care for the objects...

348 pages | 10 b/w photos | University of Chicago Press

Hardback #235607 2017 9780226298993 £22.50

Exhibiting Zoo Animals
The Book That Makes its Author Redundant
Erik van Vliet (Author)
Zoo design combines elements of stage design, landscaping, education, architecture, film and
theatre. Zoo design is about inspiring and creating emotions by means of the visitor’s sense of
imagination. This manual is a reference guide to zoo...

248 pages | colour illustrations | Schüling Verlag

Hardback #235681 2015 9783865232588 £59.99

Making Zoos Attractive
12 Basic Rules of Exhibit Design
Wolfgang Salzert (Author)
Due to the rapid increase of nature destruction, zoological gardens are among our most
important cultural institutions. On the one hand, they function as an educational institution for
nature and species protection. And on the other hand, they are...

126 pages | illustrations | Schüling Verlag

Hardback #235682 2016 9783865232694 £33.99

The Conservation of Featherwork from Central and South America
Ellen Pearlstein (Editor)
Feathers have played major functional and emblematic roles in many cultures. It is important
for conservators and curators to realize that featherwork requires a deep understanding of the
birds selected, the technical approaches taken toward the...

176 pages | 206 colour & 14 b/w illustrations | Archetype Books

Paperback #235718 2016 9781909492394 £29.50

Coatings on Photographs
Materials, Techniques, and Conservation
Constance McCabe (Editor)
Coatings on Photographs: Materials, Techniques, and Conservation is published and
distributed by the Photographic Materials Group of the American Institute for Conservation of
Historic and Artistic Works. The book includes sections on Conservation...

384 pages | illustrations | American Institute for Conservation of Historic
and Artistic Works

Hardback #235853 2005 9780976050100 £193.00

Science and the Internet
Communicating Knowledge in a Digital Age
Alan G Gross (Editor), Jonathan Buehl (Editor), Charles Bazerman (Afterword by)
The essays collected in Science and the Internet consider the effects of digital technologies on
scientific argumentation and the circulation of scientific knowledge. The Internet has
transformed how science is practised, and it is accelerating the...

328 pages | illustrations | Baywood Publishing Co

Paperback #235937 2015 9780895038982 £49.99
Hardback #235935 2015 9780895038975 £115.00
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Children's

Writing Undergraduate Lab Reports
A Guide for Students
Christopher S Lobban (Author), María Schefter (Author)
Writing clear, impactful reports is a crucial skill for science students, but few books focus on
this area for the undergraduate. Particularly useful for biology students, this text adopts a
hands-on approach, using example reports and published...

90 pages | 46 b/w illustrations, 2 tables | Cambridge University Press

Paperback #235998 Jul-2017 9781107540248 £18.99
Hardback #235997 Jul-2017 9781107117402 £44.99

Successful Careers Beyond the Lab
David J Bennett (Editor), Richard C Jennings (Editor), Sir Tom Blundell (Foreword By)
There is a major demand for people with scientific training in a wide range of professions
based on and maintaining relations with science. However, there is a lack of good first-hand
information about alternative career paths to research. From...

312 pages | 4 b/w illustrations, 1 table | Cambridge University Press

Paperback #236001 Jun-2017 9781316613795 £27.99
Hardback #236000 Jun-2017 9781107161054 £69.99

Getting into Graduate School in the Sciences
A Step-by-Step Guide for Students
S Kersey Sturdivant (Author), Noelle J Relles (Author)
Are you applying for graduate school in the US or Canada and feeling overwhelmed by the
choices available to you and the complexity of the application process? This informative and
humorous guide for life and earth science students offers...

175 pages | 12 b/w illustrations, 3 tables | Cambridge University Press

Paperback #236003 2016 9781107420670 £19.99

A Perfect Day for an Albatross
Caren Loebel-Fried (Author)
First in a new children's series from the Cornell Lab Publishing Group and award-winning
author and artist, Caren Loebel-Fried, A Perfect Day for an Albatross sweeps you into an
albatross's world of wind, rolling seas, boisterous dancing, and...

32 pages | colour illustrations | Cornell Laboratory of Ornithology / Cornell
Lab Publishing Group

Hardback #235732 Aug-2017 9781943645275 £18.99
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